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WASHINGTON t AP) — President Ford
is meeting with key advisers to consider
whether the 1975 federal income tax re-
ductions should be discarded, made per-
manent or temporarily renewed.
He'll be back on the road Tuesday to at-
tend a White House conference on
domestic issues in Knoxville, Term., and to
meet with governors at an 11-state Ap-
palachian Regional Commission meeting
there. Officials say it's possible there will
be a trip later in the week to Detroit for a
Republican hind-raising event.
White House aides say Ford is working
to send to Congress in the next few days his
tax proposals for 1976 amid reports that he
is considering asking for a permanent anti-
recession tax cut. Other options include
asking for a one-year extension or no ex-
tension at all.
Ford is meeting today with energy and
eapornic advisers, including Treasury
Seeretary William E. Simon, Federal
Energy Administration Frank G. Zarb,
chief White House economic aid Wiliam
Seidman, and chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, Alan Greenspan.
Ford also is preparing final decisions on.
two energy proposals. One is a $100 billion
quasipublic "energy independence agen-
cy," proposed by Vice President Nelson A.
Rockefeller that would back private ef-
forts to find new sources of oil and gas and
to produce synthetic fuels.
The other proposal calls for a $6 billion
loan program to promote synthetic fuels in
the United States by getting private in-
Theft Reported
To Local Police
Murray City police are investigating the
theft of $446 in goods reported stolen from
a car over the weekend at the Capri-Cheri
Theatre.
Barbara/K....Faust reported the theft of a
tape player, tapes, a camera, and a coat,
valued at $446, while her car was parked at
the theatre. Police said a coat hanger was
used to break into the locked car.
Pace Found Guilty
In Rfobbery Here
Roger Pace was sentenced to ten years
in prison after being convicted by a
Calloway County Circuit Court jury of
robbing the Burger Queen Restaurant
here,
The sentence came after the criminal
trial last week in the court of Judge James
M. Lassiter. A motion for probation is
pending before the court.
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today and
Tuesday with high both days in the upper
70s. Partly cloudy and mild tonight with






NO ONE INft/RED --A The driverbf this truck was not injure 4 when his vehicle plunged off a bridge and Oyekturned on
the Lynn Lawson Road in the Stets- area tfalv night. iCentuckYitate Trooper be Oakley said the truck, driven by lItrtibs
toe Riley, of Gob, went out of control when the right wheel missed the edge of The bridge. The truck was loaded wkh
stumps and roots from bulldozer work
.1101.11PINO
dustry to build plants to convert coal and
shale into synthetic fuels.
Ford also is scheduled to meet this af-
ternoon with India's foreign minister Y. B.
Chavan.
Over the weekend, President Ford bade
farewell to visiting Japanese Emperor
Hirohito on Saturday and then traveled to
Elkins, W. Va., and Newark, N.J. He was
grand marshal in a forest festival parade
in Elkins where he decided to meet the
crowds and stand up and wave from his
car instead of staying behind a protective
bullet-proof bubble on a special presiden-
tial limousine.
In Newark, he helped the Republican
party by addressing a $100-a-plate dinner
with some 750 guests and mingling at an
exclusive reception where about 40 people




Both University Theatre season tickets
and tickets for "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest," the first major production
of the year Wednesday through Saturday
at 8:00 p.m., are on sale this week on the
campus of Murray State University.
Season tickets are $4.00 each, and tickets
for the first show are $2.00 each. They may
be purchased from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday at the box
office in the lobby of the University
Theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The box office will also open at
7:00 p.m. Friday.
Robert E. Johnson, director of the
University Theatre, said holders of season
tickers may bring them to the box office
during the hours it is open to obtain in-
dividual seats for the production.
"One flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" by
Dale Wasserman, adapted from a novel by
Ken Kesey, is a two act tragic comedy with




A Murray man Is being held without-
bond after being charged with wanton
endangerment by Murray Police here over
the weekend.
Bobby Rutledge, Gatesborough Circle,
was jailed after being charged with
threatening his wife, Erma. Police allege
that Rutledge held a gun to her head and
forced her to walk in front of him from
Gatesborough and Doran's Road to the
intersection of 16th and Sycamore.
No date was given for a preliminary
hearing.
VOA.
15' Per Copy One Section — 14 Pages
A PERFECT DAY—ft was a perfect day Saturday for Suzi Hobbie (middle) as she
is crowned queen. Her husband, Mike, directed Murray State to a 17-3
Homecoming win over Morehead. From left to right are Cathy Cole, student
CCHS Debate
Teams Open
The Calloway County High
Debate Teams opened the 1915-76 season at
the annual Paducah Tilghman Speech and
Debate Tournament held Saturday.
Calloway debaters Karen Edwards and r
Gail Tucker tied for first place honors by
compiling a four wins and no loss record.
Edwards and Tucker defeated Ft. Knox,
Belliville East, Ill., Henry Co., Tenn. and
Grissom High of Alabama. The tie for first
place was broken by speaker points and
Belliville East was presented the winner's
trophy.
Rick Wilkerson and Kevin Bowen ,
defeated Paducah Tilghman, Trigg Co
and Bullitt Central but lost to Winner
Belliville East in the final round of com-
petition. Randy Hutchens and Tommy
Riley had a one and three record Saturday
Freshman debaters Debbie Smith and
--Tammy Lax were entered in four rounds of
competition and looked very impressive in
their first debate tournament, a school
official said.
Calloway's debaters will enter the
Murray State University Debate Tour-
nament Saturday Oct. 11.
The Laker Speech Team will open its
season at Sacred Heart Academy on Oct
18. The following weekend Oct. 25, the
Lakers will travel to Oldham Co. High at
LaGrange The Speech and Debate team is
coached by Larry England.
•••
Staff Photo by David Hill
School
.-.
government president, Queen Sun i Hobble and last year's queen, Carmen Ar-
nold of Peoria, III.
Staff Photo by Dave Celaya
Congress Expected To Approve Up To
200 Technicians To Monitor Mideast
WASHINGTON AP I—Congress is ex-
-pected this week to approve the stationing
of up to ZOO American technicians to
monitor the new Israeli-Egyptian cease-
tbeAm• ung other issues on Capitol Hill,
energy legislation is simmering on a ba
ck
burner, while President Ford's veto of
 a
82.75-billion child-nutrition bill faces
 a
congressional effort to override.
Both the Senate and House aimed for
floor votes Wednesday on the Americ
an
monitors, which both Israel and Egypt re-
quested as a condition to their Sept. 1 Sinai
disengagement agreement.
The Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee scheduled a public hearing today
after making a unilateral decision Friday
to remove the secrecy classification from
four documents spelling out related U.S.
assurances of aid and support to Israel and
Egypt.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger,
who objected to the declassification as a
jeopardy to confidential negotiations, is to
be questioned in open session Tuesday.
Secretary of Defense James R.
Schlesinger is to follow to the witness table
Tuesday afternoon.
The Senate committee may vote late
Tuesday on the monitors, and it's expected
affirmative action could clear the way for
Senate floor debate and action Wednesday
or Thursday.
The House, planning to recess Thursday
night for a 10-day Columbus Day vacation,
is expected to start debate Wednesday on
the Sinai reacitUtien, which was approved
unanimously Friday by its International
Relations Cannailtee.
The House resolution requires that the
Americans sent to the Sinai surveillance
stations be civilian volunteers and that
(See Congress, Back Page)
Supreme -Cciurt To Open Term
With Campaign Finance Issue
WASHINGTON (AP — The Supreme
Court opens a new term today confronted
with the issue of the constitutionality of the
new campaign finance law, a question that
could profoundly affect the course of the
7.--1976 presidential elections.
The court is considering which appeals
to hear of those filed by a list of opponents
ranging from conservative Sen. James L.










Classifieds  12, 13
Deaths & Funerals 14
candidate Eugene McCarthy.
The court is generally expected to give
the campaign financing law an early
hearing, aiming for a decision in time to
allow candidates to know the rules before
the campaign is well under way.
Although the justices spent all last week
meeting in an unprecedented pre-term
conference, the term does not legally begin
until today — the first Monday in October.
In the campaign case, minor party
representatives and others have appealed
a decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals in
• Washington upholding the Federal Elec-
tion Campaign Act passed last year.
Among other things, the act limits spen-
ding by candidates for presidential
nominations to $10 million. Presidential
candidates in the general election cam-
paign are limited to $20 million.
Limits are also placed on spending by
(See Court, Back Page)
• EXTENSIVE DAMAGE — Extensive damage was reporte
d to the home of Mrs. Leonard Whitener,
today when a tSre of unknown origin struck the one story bri
ck structure. Murray firemen worked
hour, with four trucks and 22 men on the job. The booster was u
sed to extinguish the blaze.
-
North 19th Street, early •
at the scene for over an
Staff Photo by David Hill
C ill/5 Os Chicago TribunePt - Sows
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Cool Tips for Fire
Wevention
By Abigail Van list:.rjr,
*a_
DEAR READERS: If statistics bore you, please read
this anyway. One fact might stick in your mind that could
save your life:
Last year approximately 12,000 Americans perished in
nearly three million fires. And in Canada, there were nearly
900 deaths caused by approximately 79,000 fires.
A large percentage of those who died were children,
elderly persons and invalids who had been left alone "for
just a few minutes."
The chief causes of fires, in order of the toll taken, were:
1. Smsking
2. Electrical wiring
3. Heating and cooking equipment
4. Children playing with matches
5. Open flames and sparks
6. Flammable liquids
7. Suspected arson
8. Chimneys and flues
9. Lightning
10. Spontaneous ignition
The total loss due to fire in 1973 was an estimated
$3,001,000,000 in the U.S.A. and $254 million in Canada
Now for some tips that could save your life:
-Be sure your cigarette is out. Matches, too. And never
leave matches and lighters within the reach of children.
-Don't run cords under rugs or over radiators where
they may get damaged. And replace a cord if it is frayed.
- Never leave small children alone In the house. Not even
for a few minutes.
- Have your wiring amd alectrkal instillstirns dame by •
professional.
-Store oily rags sad Paints in a cool place In tightly
seeled metal containers.
-Never use flammable liquids ler dry-cleaning indoors.
-Never smoke in bad. - • -
-Have a fire drill in your home to be sure everyone
knows what to do in case of fire.
Remember: Fire extinguishers put out 97 per cent of all
the fires on which they are sprayed, and most large fires
start as small fires. So, invest in • compact, easy-to-use fire
extinguisher and keep it handy in your kitchen, or be • sport
and buy one for your cottage, car, boat, and the back
bedroom.
More recently, some excellent fire-detection systems have
become available to homeowners. Ask your local fire
marshall about them.
NOW, in case of fire:
If you suspect fire, feel the top of the door. If it's hot,
don't open it. Escape through the window. But first alert
the rest of the household.
If you can't open the window, break it with a chair. Cover
the rough edges with a blanket, sit on the window ledge
with one leg hanging outside and one inside, and wait for
help.
The phone number of your fire department should be
taped on every telephone. If it isn't, don't fumble around
trying to find it. Get out and call from • neighbor's house.
If you live in an apartment building, use the stairway.
Don't take a chance on the elevator. If it fails, you're
trapped.
Once out, stay out. No treasure-not even the family
pet-is worth risking • human life.
It took kiss than three minutes to read this column. Was
it worth it/ I hope so. God bless. Have • good day!
ABBY
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
self-addressed, stamped 1200 envelope.
Church Women Hold
General Meet, Church
The First United Methodist
Church Women met at the Hale
Chapel of the church on
Tuesday, September 30, at 7:30
p. m. with Mrs. Max Brandon,
president, opening with prayer.
Miss Roberta Whitnah read
the minutes and took count of
the circle members present
with the Mattie Bell Hays Circle
having the largest number
present. Mrs. Cortez Byers and
Mrs. Robbie Harrison gave the
Murray Woman's Club Your Individual Horoscope
Has Dinner Meet With Frances Drake
Mrs. Sparks, Speaker
The Murray Woman's Club
observed the first general
meeting of the year with a
Bicentennial-therned dinner on
Monday evening, September 29
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president, conducted the
business that followed a three-
course dinner served on the
main floor of the club house.
Mrs. Nix Crawford led the
difficulties which attended the
adoption and ratification of the
constitution and which so long
delayed its being put into effect.
He said there was much
dissension among the American
Dr. Rfley Venza
people over the Philadelphia
convention and only twelve of
the thirteen states sent
delegates with Rhode Island
ignoring the proceedings en-
tirely.
Dr. Venza said a total of sixty-
five delegates were appointed
with only fifty-five attending
and sixteen pf these men either
•:••:• •:* •:•+•:* •:* •:••:•-•:••:":* •:•11:":• 4"••• •+ + leaving the convention shortly
after its opening session or
refusing to sign the constitution
as it was drawn up. He said the




reported on the group's ac-
complishments-during the year.
Mrs. M. P. Christopher gave a
very impressive devotion
followed by an "old fashioned"
hymn singing. Dr. James
Fisher gave the closing prayer.
Refreshments were served in
the social hall by the Mattie Bell
Hays Circle. Forty-five persons
were present.
Mrs. Harry Sparks
group in reciting the pledge of
allegiance to the flag, and Mrs.
Harold Douglass gave the
prayer of thanks.
A chorus from the Music
Department of the club in-
troduced by Mrs. Tom Brown
sang three numbers. Mrs.
Donald Burchfield played the
piano accompaniment and Mrs.
Joe Prince directed. "America
The Beautiful" with Mrs.
William Porter taking the solo
part, was the first number.
"America, Our Heritage" was
followed by "The Battle Hymn
of The Republic" with Mrs. Carl
Mowery as soloist for the final
presentation.
Mrs. Harry Sparks gave a
biographical report on "Dolly
Payne Todd Madison" the wife
of President James Madison,
who opened her address by
describing the summer of 1793
in Philadelphia where Dolly
lived during the yellow fever
plague. It was in this that she
lost her husband and son and
she barely escaped.
The speaker said "Dolly's life
was one of joy and happiness
and she was a girl of tremen-
dous spirit. She was reared a
Quaker, however she was never
a quaker at heart, yet reflected
the Quaker characteristics of
piety and goodness of heart.
When a girl she wanted to sweep
and mop the front steps of her
home to see the beautiful ladies
in rich silks pass by, thus seeing
that she was naturally inclined
to live elegantly and dressing
beautifully."
"She was one who 'drew the
second look from every man
although she was not a par-
ticularly romantic girl. She was
twenty years old before she fell
in love." She married James
Madison while George
Washington was serving his
second term as president of the
United States. Madison became
Secretary of State and later
became president. She was
"First Lady" while her husband
was president and served as
official hostess in the white
house during the office of two
unmarried presidents.
"The Grand Mrs. Madison
was voted an honorary seat in
the House of Representatives in
later years", Mrs. Sparks
stated. "The secret of her
success was the interest in
people and their welfare. So far
as is known, Dolly never
WA NTEDt1LD.
LIMIT ON SPECIAL




regular low pr ices
Your child's photographer will be on duty at
Montgomery Ward
Murray, Ky.
Thurs. Oct. 9 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
4. 4.4. 4. 4. 4. .4..•
different walks of life..e:e.
4, The professor said in the end
...:* 
only thirty-nine of those
assembled signed the coo-
•
n
.'.• stitution which was adopted on
t September 17, 1787, but was not
ratified until June 21, 1188, and
.3 not put into effect until March 4,
•:* 
1789. Dr. Venza said the con-
stitution of the United StatesAt may not be perfect in all
44,416 respects, but it is still the
••• greatest document for human
:? 
freedom, justice, and liberty
ever produced. During the two
•:: 
thousand years of recorded-
history, we Americans can be
• justly proud of it and of our•.:: people who conceived and
4
carried it out to its completion,:•.:• the speaks said. . .
Dr. Venza was introduced by
•:: Miss Maude Nance, vice-regent
/ and program chairman. A
,discussion period folloi,vad las '
tatk. ... -
1Mrs. Livesay, chapter regent,
opened the meeting with the
plecife of allegiance to the flag,
received any criticism, with one
exception.. . her gown was cut
too low on occasions."
The Alphas and Deltas were
hostesses for the occasion. Mrs.
June Smith, chairman of the
Alpha department and Mrs.
Edwin Strohecker, chairman of
the Delta department, and their
hostess committee arranged the
tables to follow the historical
theme. Replicas of the Liberty
Bell were placed on the tables
and a bowl of dwarf size yellow
mums and gold pyrochanthus
was centered on the speaker's
table.
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill and Miss
Mayrelle Johnson served at the
reservation table.
Mrs. Robbie Harrison was
introduced as the new chairman
of the Home department. She
was elected when Mrs. Nola
Lewis Lassiter resigned.
Mrs. Burchfield gave the
financial report. Mrs. C. C.
Lowry made announcements
concerning the Style Show that
is being given by the Music
Department October 21. The
Kappa Department is to have
the annual Halloween "Haunted
House", according to an an-
nouncement made at the
meeting.
Mrs. LaFollette and Mrs. Bob
Billington, second vice
president, gave reports of their
attendance at the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
Fall Board meeting held last
week at Louisville.
FOR TUESDAY, OCIVBER 7,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
• Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11144
If there is no guide or
directive, be careful not to act
impulsively on new projects.
Appraise values warily. Day
will be a challenge to your
ingenuity.
TA URUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) 6G?
Keen perception will be
;mportant now. You may
suddenly get a brand new slant
on a puzzling job situation.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21
Some thingsthings you thought
•impossible" begin to work out
now, can be pushed by your
know-how and ingenuity. Take
the proverbial bull by the horns
- and ACT! -
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) BO
You have a way with you
when your better self is out
front, which it should be now.
Day requires stamina and
patience for the long pull -
which will bring lasting
rewards.
LEO
1 July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124isa
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed, but generally on the
favorable side. You may get
unexpected help in a personal
problem through a business
associate.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WI.
Caution should be day's
Dr. Venn Spooks On Constitution
And Its Adoption And Rotiftation
At DAR Meet Held Liven', Home
Dr. Riley Venza of the History and Mrs. Max Hurt, chaplain,
Department of Murray State conducted the ritual and led in
University, was the guest prayer. Mrs. John Nance,
speaker at the September treasurer, reported how the
meeting of the Captain Wendell money is used for the bet-
Oury Chapter of the Daughte terrnent of the community,mr
of the American 
Revolu io3
state, and country.
held at the lovely home of The secretary, Mrs. Leon
John J. Livesay, New Concord, a Grogan, read an article on
The speaker spoke on the *National Defense which em-
phasized the need in the schools
for establishing once more the
virtues of patriotism and
loyalty to the land and for
honest pains-taking care in the
teaching of history and social
studies on the part of the
teachers.
Mrs. Livesay introduced and
welcomed Mrs. Ray Munday
and Mrs. James Milton Byru,
two new members, and Mrs.
Wells Purdom who is being re-
instated as a member after
several years in which she could
not attend meetings. Mrs.
Livesay also read a list of
prospective new members
whose papers are pending.
Refreshments of brandied
peaches and pound cake were
served by Mrs. Livesay. Also
present, not previously men-
tioned, were Mrs. Paul Sturm,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. James
Hammack, Mrs, Price Doyle,
Mrs. Jesse McNult, Mrs. Clifton
Key, and Miss Pattie Albritten.
Luncheon 8 Bridge
Planned By Women
The regular ladies day lun-
cheon will be served at the
Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, October 8, at noon
with Mrs. Marshall Garland as
chairman of the hostesses
Each member may bring one
guest for the bridge and lun-
- cheon. • —
Otherliostesses will be
Mesdames George Oakley,
Tommye D. Taylor, Edward
Parker, Jack B. Trussel, Ed
Shlimers, James Payne, Fred
Overton, Bill Maddox, and Dan
Miller.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Phillip Mitchell




The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have • their
regular session of bridge on
Wednesday, October 8, at 9:30
a. m. at the club.
Reservations should be made
'by Tuesday noon by calling
Jennifer Crouse, hostess, phone
753-4605.
Winners from October I were
-Revs Shelf-On; hig h 1.1Gieel
Beale, second, and Doris Rdse,
low, according to the hostess,
Jean West
1475
keynote. Don't create un-
necessary problems through
impulsiveness, and don't take
reckless chances.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Favorable aspects stimulate
your creative abilities and your
imagination, but don't let the
latter run "wild." Maintain a
down-to-earth attitude even as
your ambitions soar.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nLelftz
Some precautions needed. Be
especially careful with figures,
accounts, estimates, handling
the affairs of others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
eiFIV
Endeavors of the past should
bring reward now. Keep up the
good work! Handle all obli-
gations in your able fashion,
your normal way. No doubt
about possibilities!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) a
Balance earnings against
expenditures; also study where
tactics, moves should be
altered, stepped up or retarded.
Heed sound advice; shun
needless discussion.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your keeness for
detecting flaws and your good
humor, you can solve prac-
tically all of the "little"
quandaries waiting to trip the
unthinking.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(f
Believe in yourself and in the
soundness of your most worth-
while endeavors. Curb a ten-
dency to downgrade yourself
and your efforts.
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted with foresight, intuition
and unusual artistry. Also, your
versatility is outstanding, and
you could succeed in a wide
variety of fields, ranging from
the arts and the professions to
high levels of business and
industry. It is often up to YOUR
know-how to coordinate your
many talents with those of
associates in order to produce
top attainment for all. You are
endowed with histrionic ability,
a strong sense of pride, fair-
mindedness, amiability and
industriousness. Curb emotions.
Be as objective and unbiased in
your thinking as the scale-
governed Libran should be.
Birthdate of: James Whitcomb
Riley, Amer. poet.
Romig kg at& Is
Student* Iliteid
Lipscomb Collop
- Miss Ronda Kay Clark,
daughter of Mr. and. Mrs.
Wayne Wells Clark, Route 6,
Box 86, Murray, has been ac-
cepted for admission at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Murray,
Miss Cla transferred to
Lipscomb on September 22 from
Murray State University,
Murray, as an office ad-
ministration major.
Lipscomb is a senior liberal
arts college with approximately
2200 students, each one of whom
is required to attend a Bible
class every regular school day.
It is a private, church-affiliated
institution and offers major
programs leading to a
bachelor's degree in more than
25 fields of study.














Church Women will meet at the
church M 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M of P.E.O. will meet
at the home of Mrs. George
Hart, 1313 Payne Street, at 7:30
p.m.
National Organization for
Won.en, Murray Chapter, will
meet at the United Campus
Ministry at eight p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
eleven a.m. at the club house.
Bring a sack lunch.
Kathleei Jones Group of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Clara Louise Jones at 7:15
p.m. and Lottie Moon Group
with Mrs. Odelle Vance at 7:30
p. m.
Alateen will meet at seven
p.m. at the AA Hall.
Wednesday, October 8
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: South Pleasant
Grove with Mrs. Viola
McReynolds at one p. m.;
Pacers with Mrs. Eugene
Schanbacher at 9:30 a. m.;
Harris Grove with Mrs. Jack
Cavenaugh at one p. m.; New
Concord with Mrs. Curtice Cook
at one p. m.; Pottertown at
Holiday Inn at ten a. m.; South
Murray with Mrs. Perry Cavitt
at ten a. m. with sack lunch.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Greene Wilson
at 2:30 p. m.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
George Stockton, Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. Ace McReynolds, and
Wesleyan at the church parlor.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a business meeting at nine
a. m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens willRecovery, 
Inc" will meet a
-t 
 meet at Methodist Fellowshipthe First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m. Hall, 
Kirksey, at one p. m, For
information call 753-8193.
Tuesday, October 7 -
Group II of First Christian
Church CV/F will meet at
Library of Church at two p.m.
with Hunt Smock as guest
speaker and Mesdames Rupert
Parks, Herbert Farris, and
Golan Hays as hostesses.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church are scheduled
to meet at 1:30 p.m.
Annual Parents' Night will be
held at Calloway County High
School starting at seven p.m.
with program, open house, and
reception.
East Elementary School PTC
will meet at seven p.m. at the
school.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
at North ad Street Center will
start at ore
Murray Assembly No. 19'
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens with
health day from ten a.m. to
noon, sack lunch at noon, band
practice at 12:30 p.m. and
square dancing at 1:45 p.m.
0 11111• Me000% .e_..




( Paso Ltst Susponclod
7:20-9:30 + 2:30 Sun.
(No Discount T(ckets)
Arta and Crafts grow of_
Senior Citiiens will meet at
Dexter Community Center.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with Dr.
Joe Prince as speaker.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at nine a.m. at the
church with Mrs. Lather Dunn
speaking on her trip to Brazil.
Dorothy Group will meet at
church at ten a.m. and Annie
Armstrong Group with Mrs.
Ray Moore at ten a.m.
Murray State Wind Sin-
fonietti, directed by Prof. Paul
Shahan, will present a concert
at 8:15 p. m. in Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
1.,..40\11•...%•-si 111 v.
UN OIL 
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The members of Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi and their husbands enjoyed
a hayride, Saturday, September
27, at 6:30 p. m. with the
destination being Wildcat
Creek.
The group roasted hot dogs
and marshmallows. Hot drinks
of coffee and hot chocolate were
served.
Members present were: Sue
Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Conley, Mrs. Linda Fain, Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Fox, Mr. and
Mrs. James Lichtenegger, Mr.
and Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Mr.
and Mrs. John Randolph, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Thomas, and
Mrs. Edna Vaughn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Frank Ganger of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Mary E. Cooper of
Murray has been dismissed
from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
major reason Australia
was made a penal colony in









And Mr. Grimm Wed
Miss Vicki Andrews and
Raymond Grimm were married
in a late summer wedding at the
St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox
Church, St. Louis, Mo., with
Father Andrews, uncle of the
bride, and Father Grenios of-
ficiating, assisted by Father
Leo, at the double ring
ceremony read at 5:30 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. An-
drews, Murray and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Barnett
Grimm, Madisonville.
During the Greek Orthodox
ceremony double rings were
blessed and exchanged. The
couple sipped wine from the
same cup to signify the joy arid
bitterness they will share in life.
Wreaths of orange blossoms
were crossed three times over
their heads, giving the blessings
of the Holy Trinity to the new
partnership.
The ceremony was read as
the wedding party stood in the
altar. On each side was a gold
candelabrum adorned with a
white satin bow and fern. The
family pews were also marked
with white satin bows and fern.
The wedding guests were
ushered by Lew Ellis, uncle of
the bride, and Mike Andrews,
cousin of the bride...,
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, chose
a lovely gown of maracaine
featuring a set-in cummerband
and a key-hole neckline bor-
dered in Venice lace. The long
sleeves were banded at the
wrist with matching lace. The
Venice trim of the neckline and
sleeves was sparked with
Rhinestone studs. The
gracefully flowing full skirt
swept to a chapel train ac-
centing the charming simplicity
of the gown.
Her headdress was a wide
brimmed picture hat with
reembroidered crown and
double layered organza brim,
with apricot and white primrose
cascading around the crown
and down the center back
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m
Phone 753-9084





She carried a victorian
nosegay bouquet of white
butterfly roses, stephanotis,
and varigated dracena, ac-
cented with scotch mist and
picot satin ribbon with long
streamers tied in love knots.
She wore her Grandmother's
airloom necklace, which had
been saved for her wedding day,
a pearl necklace given to her,l)y-
the groom's parents, and
diamond stud earrings
parents presented her with a
cross and a diamond ring after
the ceremony.
Mrs. Beverly Andrew's, sister-
in-law of the bride, was the
matron OT honor. The
bridesmaids were Patti Ellis,
Ballwin, Mo., Kathy Andrews,
New Kensington, Pa., Debra
Kavanaugh and Teresa
Carraway, Murray, and Jeane
Ball, Elizabethtown.
Their dresses were identical
floor length gowns of apricot
floral printed ciacron polyester
organza. The sleeveless bodice
featured a capelet collar and
dark toned solid cumberband
and sash extending down the
back of the flared skirt to the
wide flounced hemline.
They each wore a wide
brimmed picture hat in soft
apricot with a shirred band and
overlay of floral organza
matching their gown. They
carried victorian nosegay
bouquets of apricot roses ac-
cented with scotch mist and
ribbon streamers tied in love
knots. The matron of honor's
bouquet included white
stephanotis to compliment the
bridal bouquet.
Miss Alexia Galakatos, cousin
of the bride, was the flower girl.
She wore a pastel yellow voile
with white eyelet butterfly
sleeves and a flounce on the
bottom. A wide-brimmed hat
with matching floral ribbon
complimented her gown. She
carried a basket of apricot
sweetheart roses and scotch
mist, entertwined with pale
green ribbon.
Gus Andrews, brother-in-law
of the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen were Gary
Grimm, brother of the groom,
Lexington, Doug Hinners,
Nashville, Tenn., Don Upton,
Sikeston, Mo., and George Ellis,
Ballwin, Mo. All were dressed
in white tuxedoes with ruffled
apricot shirts tipped in black.
The crowns of stefana were
carried on a silver tray by
Andrew Rejos, cousin of the
bride. Ring bearer was Jason
Andrews, nephew of the bride.
Mrs. Andrews chose to wear
to her daughter's wedding a
floor length two-picce quiana
knit in apricot. The modified
emptre---bodteir f eatured—r-
sunburst of rhinestones beneath
the wedding band collar and a
jacket tied at the waistline with
a lettuce-leafed hooded cape-
collar. The groom's mother,
Mrs. Grimm, wore a pastel blue
quiana floor length knit,
featuring a V-neckline with
Venice applique' trim. Both




ceremony the bridts parents
entertained with a formal
dinner and reception at Luigi
Restaurant.
The bride's table was draped
with white satin over white, and
the bride and bridesmaids'
bouquets decorated the table.
Candelabra were placed at each
end of the table.
The three-tier wedding cake
was centered in front of the
head table, decorated 'with
white roses and doves, trimmed
with apricot roping around each
layer, and set off by a fountain
on the second tier. Silver ap-
pointments were used. The
register table was attended by
Robin Walker, cousin of the
groom.
Many out of town guests
traveled as far as Colorado,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Indiana,
Ohio, Illinois and Kentucky to
be present.
The couple began their
Wedding trip the following day
when they flew to Florida to
begin a five-day Carribean
Cruise aboard the SS Emerald
Seas. During their cruise, the
couple docked at such ports as
Freeport and Nassau.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Grimm
are now residing in their new
home on Norttr 13th Street,
Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Barnett Grimm,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Demmas Shisk4a-
bob restaurant.
The tables were centered with
candles and floral
arrangements, and a Greek
menu of shisk-ka-bob, rice,
dommadas, fete cheese, pep-
pers and olives were served.




The bridal couple then ex-
changed gifts and presented
gifts to their attendants.
Prenuptial Events
Prenuptial events not an-
nounced previously, included a
miscellaneous shower given in
St. Louis by Mrs. Kathern Ellis,
Cleo Galakatos, Beverly An-
drews and Miss Patti Ellis. A
surprise houseware shower was
given in Murray by Misses
Debra Kavanaugh, Teresa
Carraway, and Mrs_ Anita
Galloway.
Mrs. Billie Grimm, the
groom's mother, gave a brunch
in Madisonville, assisted by
Mrs. Catherine Hearin, Martha
Wienebarger, and Debbie
Walker. Many lovely gifts were
received.
Prior to the eve of the wed-
ding, as is the Greek custom,
the women of the family and
friends gathered at the home of
Mrs. Athene Rejos, to tie the
traditional koufetas, candied
almonds, into netting, to be
given to the wedding guests,
denoting a wish for nothing but
sweetness in the newlyweds
lives. Refreshments were
served.
Misses Dominica Reps, Der%
Patbenos, Danell and Teresa!
Galakatos, all cousins of the
bride, were chosen to distribute
the koufetas on the wedding
day.
A swimming party was given
at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Andrew Galakatos, for the
bride, on the afternoon of the
wedding rehearsal. A cold
buffet was served.
Kentucky Division United
Daughters of the Confederacy
will hold its annual convention
at Village Ion, Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, Oct. 8-9.
Registration begins at 9 air
Oct. 8.
Mrs. John G. Russell will
entertain convention members
at a tea at her horn?. near Reid-
land on Oct. 8 at 2:30 p.m. Hos-
tesses with Mrs. Russell will be
Mrs. John Baker, Mrs. Walter
Davis, Mrs. Ross Morgan .1'
and Mrs. Gus T. Smith.
Historical evening on Oct. a
will include dinner at the Vil-
lage Inn, with Judge Robert 0
Miller, county judge of
County, as speaker
Division awards will be pre-
sented-at this time.
On Oct. 9, the Quill and Craft
Club Breakfast will be held at
the Village Ion at 8 a.m featur-
ing an exhibit of literary and
handcrafted articles by
members.
Miss Maude Nance of New
Concord, Kentucky Division
president, will hear reports and
conduct the business sessions
NUTRITIOUS SNACKS
A fourth meal daily is
becoming part of meal plan-
ning. Children often can't get
enough calories from three
meals. Nutritious snacks are
the answer. An excellent snack
that helps Meet a youngster's
need for calcium, protein, and
vitamin A is a milk shake. One
cup of milk, a fourth cup Tee
cream, and flavoring is the
\basic recipe.
A dish of sour cream adds a
good touch to a Serving of deep
dish apple pie. Or make chee.
balIsby blendinig sharp rhefklar
cheese and sour cream and
serve one or two cheese balls





Patricia G. Kimbroadif albyGirl, Route 4 Murray, Henry
Dixon, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Ruth Oluokun and twin Girls,
Box 27M Univ. Sta. Murray,
Joyce F. Kendall, F-3 Murray
Manor, Murray, Mary H.
McCuiston, 316 North 16th St.
Murray, Mrs. Bessie Wadkins,
605 Ellis Dr. Murray, Jo Ann
Barnes, 1311 South 16th,
Murray, Master James A.
Baker, Route 2 Murray, Eva P.
Bogard, 1111 S. 16th Murray,
David Ft Williams. 1612 Ryan
Portrait Robe—Antron® /II Tricopaque®
The traditional good looks of the Portrait Robe, now
in creamy smooth nylon Tricopaque with anti-cling
Antron It, colorfully contrasted at sleeve bands and
funnel-neck facing, with step-in zip front, in-seam
pocket.
St. Murray, Mark T. Thomason,
Route 3, Murray, Gerald
Murdock, Box 124 Lynnville,
Mrs. Brenda Maddox, 1205
Doran Rd., Murray, Mrs. Joan
Walker, 910 North 18th.,
Murray, Mrs. Isabel Parks, 914
Sycamore St., Murray, Euwin












Marinating is used to intro
duce flavor into a meat dish
At one time. marinades were
used f o r tenderizing pur-
poses, but most cooks today
use them for flavor. Marinades
usually include an acid, sea-
sonings and sometimes a fat.
Flour care
Whole-wheat flour is higher
in fat than white flour, so it
should be stored in a cool
place. Otherwise it will be-
come rancid in hot weather.
int--"Instead" and "Cross-Your-Itearr
bras. Save sr on "I Can't Believe It's A Girdtengir-
dles.
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allowed to print things like that."
We're sure you have heard
statements similar to that in
recent years. Perhaps you have
said it yourself.
What things? Maybe an
editorial that supports a
philosophy that differs from
yours. Perhaps a news story that
makes you uncomfortable. Or a
statement that you feel is
misleading or even untrue.
The fact is, however, that
newspapers must be allowed to_.
print anything they wish to, sub-
ject to libel and slander laws. This
is what the First Amendment to
the Constitution is all about.
The First Amendment guaran-
tees that the United States shall
have a free press. For nearly two
hundred years the First Amend-
ment has protected big
newspapers and small
newspapers.. .good newspapers
and bad ones.. .responsible jour-
nalists and irresponsible hacks.
During this -period of time, the
American press has had.. .and
does have.. .an overwhelming
majority of competent and
responsible members. To be sure,
the dksidents, and rabble rouses,
the kooks have been around and
have had the opportunity to be
heard. But the voices of reason, of
responsibility and good judgment
have prevailed.. .and will continue
to prevail so long as the press is
free.
They have prevailed because
the citizens have been informed,
beeause vital issues have had full
public examination and
discussion. Perhaps Benjamin
Franklin expressed it best with
these words:
" 'Tis my belief.. .that when
men differ in opinion, both sides
ought equally to have the ad-
vantage of being heard in public.
When the truth and error have
fair play—truth is always an over-
match."
During this Bicentennial year,
it will be well for all of us to
remember that the free
discussion of public business is
the prerequisite of liberty. We
must keep in mind that any
limitation placed on the right of
free expression of any person or
group.,:ap matter how repugnant
their cause may be.. .is an in-
fringement on the rights of all of
116.
Freedom of speech and of the
press have made us a free people.
May we, as a nation, have the
wisdom to recognize and per-
petuate that truth.
The CandicThtes
LOUISVIILF, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says current state strip mine
reclamation laws are sufficient, but Re-
publican Robert Gable says additional
regulations are needed.
The Democratic incumbent and the
Republican challenger in the governor's
race have answered questions on election
issues in separate sessions, without being
informed of the other's answers.
Carroll said he saw no need for ad-
ditional reclamation regulations. "I am
not aware at the moment of any deficiency
in the law," he said.
"I'm only aware of deficiencies in en-
forcing it," he said. "We have proceeded
to bring into action everything the General
Assembly has required.. .we have bought a
helicopter for aerial surveillance so we
can see more strip mines more often.
"Primarily, at this time, it appears to us
that the major problem is one of en-
forcement, which we've been fairly suc-
cessful at already. In six months of this
year, we have already imposed more fines
and collected more forfeitures than was
collected in all of the calendar year 1974,"
Carroll said.
Gable, however, said, "Yes, I see a need
for additional regulations. I felt strongly
that most provisions of the proposed fed-
eral strip mine act were important im-
provements.
"I think some federal regulation would
tend to professionalize the enforcement
and remove what I think is now a very,
very political operation of granting new
surface mining permits and enforcement
of the law as to mining and reclamation,"
Gable said. "A professionalization of the
enforcement would be extremely helpful."
Both candidates said they favor changes
in the state's tax structure, and both said
they favor using federal revenuesharing
money to improve the state's educational
system.
While Gable indicated he wants to cut
state taxes substantially, Carroll said he
wants a "tax reform" that wouldn't hurt
elementary and secondary education.
"Specifically," Gable said, "I have
proposed the elimination of the sales tax
on residential gas and electric bills...the
elimination of state property taxes on real
estate.. .a cut of 10 per cant of the usage
taxes on the sale of motor ve-
hicles...substantial reductions for the mid-
dle-income and lower income taxpayers in
Kentucky personal income
taxes...elimination of the Kentucky
inheritance tax on real estate in small
estates."
Carroll said his proposals are designed
"more as a tax reform" than as tax reduc-
tions.
"We aren't going to be able to support
elementary and secondary education by
reducing taxes substantially."
However, Carroll said, "We are not
going to require that group of ( low-
income) Kentuckians from whom we
really don't collect any taxes to file a re-
turn, because it's not only an unnecessary
burden on the taxpayer himself, it's an un-
necessary burden on the (Department of
Revenue) to process the return.
"In addition we are going to have an in-
crease in the tax credit deduction for those
over the age 65. Additionally, we will
be.. taking a number of people off the
inheritance-tax rolls."
Carroll said he is committed to "suf-
ficient funding" for elementary and secon-
dary education to "put it on a parity with
surrounding states.
"We are intending to accomplish this,
first of all, by an early decision in my ad-
ministration not to use revenue-sharing
funds for capital contstruction, but rather
to use them for programs."
Gable said funds for education "are
readily available from existing state
revenue— both the new money that has
come in from federal revenue sharing and
new severance taxes and the huge unex-
pected surpluses of severance and other
taxes."
"The funds are available to improve
education," Gable said, "the leadership is
what is lacking."
Just a second, and 1'11 ten you yes or no'
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HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful 'rep
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: My husband, a milt
retiree, died of service-connected causes
in April 1968 and was buried in a private
cemetary. I received the $250 VA burial
allowance but did not know there was a
$150 plot allowance available for veterans
buried in a private cemetery. Was this in
effect in 1968? B. G.
Answer: The $150 plot allowance did not
become effective until September 1, 1973.
The new law also increased the burial
allowance up to $800 for veterans who die
of service-connected causes.
Heartline: My brother received Social
Security disability benefits but they
stopped when his condition improved and
he was able to return to work. Recently,
his condition has gotten worse and he's
afraid he might have to stop work again.
Since he was entitled to Social Security
disability benefits before, will he get
special consideration if he becomes
disabled again? D. G.
Answer: Yes. If he again becomes
disabled within 5 years, the five-month
waiting period normally required before
benefits begin is waived. He should file a
new application as soon as he is no longer
able to work.
Heartline: I am a 67-year-old widow. I
have a very hard time understanding what
I am covered for under Medicare. Is there
any way I can get a better understanding
of Medicare? A. F.
Answer: Yes Heartline has just
developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This is a very easy-to-
understand booklet on Medicare in
question-and-answer form. You can
receive this by sending $1.50 to "Hear-
dine's Guide to Medicare", 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: Will Medicare Part "B- pay
for my walking cane? L. N.
Answer: Yes, they will if your doctor
prescribes it for you.
Heartline: Is there any current
legislation on food stamps? L. W.
Answer: Yes. S. 13 introduced by Sen.
George McGovern, fl—S.D., to amend the
Food Stamp Act of 1964 by reducing the
maximum charge allowable from 30 per
cent to 25 per cent of. adjusted income
while retaining the current schedule which
allows for a lower percentage in some
cases. The bill also provides for uniform
standards of eligibility in all states, and
would require that Supplemental Security
Income recipients be automatically
covered by this program.
Heartline: I recently ran across a bill for
Bible Thought
Let your light So lshine before
men, . . . and glorify your Father
which is in heaven. Matthew 5:16.
'Our lives, our works, our
ministry in Christ's name must,* _
medical services that were provided to me
in October 1973. Is it too late to send this to
my Medicare carrier?
Answer: No. The time limit for filing
claims for medical services received from
Oct. 1, 1973—Sept. 30, 1974 is Dec. 31, 1975.
However, don't wait and risk a delay from
the holiday mail rush since your letter
must be postmarked Dec. 31 air before to




U.S. See, Welter "Doe" Meddiestoa (D)
3321 Dirksee Mame
Wesbartee, D. C. 20510
U. S. See. Wendell N. Ford (D)
4121 Direst* %Adios
Weeltiegtee, D. C. 20510
U. S. Rep. C.aroell Nord, je. (D)
423 Came Moose Office kilo.
Wesitheren, D. C. 70515 —
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 when a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of-
ficial of your choice
State Level
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By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT—With the election only
one month away, it's somewhat surprising
that the battle between incumbent
Democrat Julian M. Carroll and
Republican challenger Robert Gable
hasn't brought the gubernatorial race to a
boiling point.
Gable is carrying the challenge to
Carroll by making specific campaign
promises, the latest of which is to reduce
the taxes by about $50 million, while
Carroll has been silent because of his
recent throat operation.
However, last week, his campaign
forces did promise to eliminate about
65,000 Kentuckians from filing a state
income tax return and allow each in-
dividual a $500 deduction.
Gable, smelling the opportunity to lay up
some credits in the cross-town busing
program in Jefferson County Schools, has
constantly blamed Carroll for not taking a
strong position against busing as
lieutenant governor when the school
merger bill in Jefferson County passed.
Gable also is reminding the voters that
House Speaker Norbert Blume, part of the
Democrat leadership, sponsored the
school merger bill. Gable has made
several appearances at anti-busing rallies
in Jefferson County to speak out against
busing, although he reminds the people
that he would comply with the federal
court order if his school-age children were
affected.
The Democrat campaign leadership,
and persons close to Carroll in his ad-
ministration, are deeply concerned about
the anti-Carroll sentiment being generated
in Jefferson County and elsewhere over
the controversial school busing issue.
Eight Jefferson County legislators,
fearing for their chances of re-election in
November, have come out opposed to
Blume for the job as speaker of the House
for a third consecutive term. More may
join in this battle to save their own skins.
Not the least of their worries is in Jef-
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Bar Association
was host last night to a number of persons
from the city and county at the Holiday Inn
with the principal purpose being to explain
and discuss the proposed commission form
of government for Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach have accepted
the positions of co-chairmen of the
Murray-Calloway County United Fund
Drive in 1965. Max B. Hurt is campaign
chairman.
Senator Owen Billington will be the
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club this week.
Rev. John Redden has accepted the
pastorate of the spring Creek Baptist
Church.
"George Overbey still thrilled with his
recent trip to Spain," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
ferson County over busing. Carroll
strategists, knowing that Kentucky is
conservative, regardless of the 2 to 1
Democrat registration over Republicans,
fear that people in the Bible belt in
Western Kentucky and the Baptists in the
mountains of Eastern Kentucky will feel a
common sympathy with their kin in Jef-
ferson County and "vote the rascals out"
over the controversial busing issue.
Even some people in Carroll's camp are
becoming increasingly concerned, and as
one said the other day, Gable "might take
tie crumbs and make a cake out of it."
One political wag said the other day,
"Carroll is going to fool around and make
a race out tof it yet,"
He held 'offabout as long as possible in
taking a position on the construction of the
controversial Red River Dan. he finally
came out against it after Gable had taken
that position a long time ago.
Another minor issue is that Carroll spent
almost a million dollars in a primary
where he had little opposition. If he spent
that much for the primary, how much is he
going to spend in the general election?
Gable's camp raises the money issue by
inferring that contributors will be currying
favors if he is elected. Gable has not made
much of a fund-raising effort and is
spending some of his own money although
he is claiming he is running a very frugal
campaign.
Historically, the Republicans win the
governorship about every 20 to 24 years
and manage not to win the office two terms
in succession. Neither has one fraction of
the Democrat party held the office more
than two terms in *Recession. The Combs-
Breathitt faction was the last to do that.
Ford split with them and won, but resigned
December 28 to take the oath of U. S.
Senator after defeating Marlow Cook last
November.
Carroll is the first to run for a full term
from the governor's office since Lawrence
W. Wetherby did the same thing in 1951.
20 Years Ago
Darrell Shoemaker has been named as
campaign chairman for the Democratic
ticket in the November election. James
Johnson is chairman of the Democratic
organization in the county.
Dr. Hugh Oakley was recently named by
the State Department of Education to a
Committee to study the problems in the
industrial arts program and how to
develop the expanding program.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sims will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on October
9.
New officers of the New Concord 4-H
Club are Ronald McCage, Tommy Mc-
_Cuiston, Rachel Marr, Judith Farris, and
Gerald Gaines.
- The fall conference of the Kentucky
Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation will be held at
Kenlake Hotel October 7-9.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Let's Stay Well 
Orgasm And Body Chemistry
Women who have orgasms
during the sex act are con-
sidered to gain more satisfaction
and to be better sexual partners
than women who fail to reach an
orgasm .during intercourse. The
causes for this dysfunction of
being "nonorgasmic" are
obscure, and the treatment has
been generally ineffective.
Results of studies of groups of
orgasmic and nonorgasmic
women were presented by
Stanley Deutsch, Ph.D.. a
biochemist, to a recent meeting
of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecologists
and summarized later in a re-
port in the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.
guid-e fat, Impre-___ mte 'or -flentsch fiwpwl--ihst- weir
is-
in a storm. Just as Christ is the torgtasiy7hici.grin shirv: c°hsiucose
light of the world, so can we be a and insuiiinerandevleower levels of
light tor others. inorganic phosphorus in their
1#
blood, together with lower levels
of blood urea nitrogen,
cholesterol and calcium. He ex-
pressed the opinion that these
differences prob,bIy reflect,
"more fundamental alterations
in brain chemistry.- Psychologi-
cal testing of the whole study
group showed no differences on
the Minnesota Multiphasic Per-
sonality Inventory.
Dr. Deutsch said that he ex-
pected gynecologists and ,
feminists would be skeptical of
his findings because both groups
tend to take the traditional at-
titude thar such differences in
sexual response "are psy-
chogenic.- a point of view to
which he objects and which he
regards as "a- ednfirisinn of-ig.
norance."
Dr. Deutsch states, "Every
psychological state has a
physiological component- In
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
other words, he believes that
chemical differences explain the
different sexual responses.
No medicine is available yet to
_treat nonorgasmic women. Ad-,
ditional research on both men
" and women will be required.
The work by Dr. Deutsch is
only a beginning, but it may
prove very significant later and
help establish more effective
methods of treatment.
Q: Mr. H.N. writes that he
thinks he has obtained relief
from arthritic . pains byi taking
capsules of wheat germ oil daily
and wonders whether he has
made a discovery which, can be
'helpful trrtithers.-
A, The role of vitamin E in
nutrition is not completely un-
derstood. Research establishes
the relationship of the vitamin to
BLASINGAME
reproduction. Vitamin E also
helps somehow in some
degenerative diseases, such as
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis of
the _nervous system. Some forms
of rheumatism are degenerative
disease. If you find some relief
from rheumatic pain. you should
continue reasonable doses As
you know, rheumatism comes
and goes and you may be in a
quiet phase unrelated to vitamin
E.
Q: Mrs G.N. asks whether
chicory adds arty nutritional
value to coffee.
A: Chicory does not add an)
nutritional value to coffee and
brings about a characterelicall
hitt er,tastaasnjeeedIi lacing...per,-
ple. Blends ntraffee arid chieis:
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A Parade Full of Floats, Bands, Clowns and
Pretty Girls Started the Homecoming Day
Staff Photos By David Hill'
•
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•
What A Game!
The antics of the Hair Bear Bunch were enjoyed by alL
MSU secondary stalwarts Mark Hickman (23) and Al Martin teari 'up for this tackle.











Staff Photos By Dave Celaya
The 1950 OVC Championship team was honored at halftime
Homecoming Queen Suzi Hobble is surrounded by her court,
Jackie Hayes, Cindy Sexton, Philippa Glore and Becky Smith.
























































WHAT A GAME, —Art Kennedy (10) of Murray State had the best day of his career Saturday as he rushed for 134 yards in the 17-3




CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds are within one
game of a sweep in the Nation-
al League playoffs, but Sparky
Anderson said it was still nip-
and-tuck in the pit of his ulcer-
ridden stomach.
They are very capable of
annihilating us in three bal-
Igames," the Reds manager
said after Cincinnati burned a
trail around the basepaths and
beat Pittsburgh 6-1 Sunday.
Nevertheless, the Reds domi-
nated the Pirates in the first
two games and the best-of-five
series could end Tuesday night
in Pittsburgh.
"We are capable of playing
this game as well as any team
can ever play," admitted the
white-haired Anderson, who
swills milk to appease his stom-
ach lining.
Murray State's golf team
finished in sixth place over the
weekend at the Ohio State
University Fall Golf Classic.
Ohio State won the title by
posting 72-hole team total of
1521 while Kentucky was second
10 strokes off the pace. In third
was Eastern Kentucky with
1569. Other team scores were
Illinois State 1584, Western
Michigan 1585, Murray 1590,
Kent State 1592, Bowling Green
1593, Michigan 1598, Northern
Illinois 1610 and Wooster
College 1673.
Mike Melms of Kentucky had
an eight-over par 296 to win the
individual title.
Murray scores were Kevin
Klier 313, Larry Patton 321,
Bobby Cronin 321, John Phillips
322, Mike Perpich 322 and
Norman Vacovsky 330.
Murray will participate in the
Eastern Kentucky Invitational
October 18 and 19.
Indeed, the Reds set a cham-
pionship playoff record with
seven stolen bases Sunday with
a running display that would
have looked more at home on a
cinder running track or a foot-
ball field.
They've also limited the Pi-
rates to a total of 13 hits in the
first two games. Pittsburgh
managed just five hits Sunday
off Fred Norman and Rawly
Eastwick.
"But we are also capable of
being very shabby for three
games, so I'll stay very low
key," said Anderson.
Pirates Manager Danny Mur-
taugh, whose only key is low
key, was stone-faced after the
lost weekend, which included
an 8-3 setback Saturday.
"This is a five-game series.
You don't win a five-game
series in two games," Mur-
taugh reminded.
Tony Perez gave the Reds all
the runs they needed Sunday
when he stroked a first-inning
pitch from Jim Rooker over the
leftfield wall for a two-run
homer.
The Reds added four more
runs with the help of a running
game that included three stolen
bases by Ken Griffey, two by
Dave Concepcion and one each
by George Foster and Joe Mor-
gan.
That total of seven surpassed
the previous playoff record of
four in one game, set by the
New York Mets in 1969.
Morgan, who had three
swipes on Saturday, set a
record with four steals in one
series. The Reds' two-game to-
tal of 10 is also a record.
Both managers absolved Pi-
rates catcher Manny Sanguillen
from total blame for the romp
on the basepaths, which includ-
ed a fourth-inning double swipe
-by Concepcion and Griffey.
"I am not perfect. Only
!Christ was perfect," Sanguillen
said with a faint smile.
"Three or four times today,
there was no way Manny had a
chance," said Anderson.
Anderson also noted that the
Reds were successful on a re-
markable .823 percentage of
their theft attempts in the regu-
lar season.
The success we've had is no
reflection on the Pirates. We
did it against the whole
league," he said.
Pittsburgh's only run came in
the fourth when Willie Stargell
doubled and scored on an in-
field out.
However, the Reds extended
their lead to 4-1 with two more
runs in the fourth, highlighted
by a double steal by Con-
cepcion and Griffey.
The double steal brought a
deafening roar from thousands
of red-garbed Cincinnati parti-
sans, including cowboy-celebri-
ty Roy Rogers, whose boyhood
home was on the current site of
Riverfront Stadium.
'We play better at home than
anyone, probably better even
than the kids play in their own
backyards," chortled Pete Rose
By RICHARD WATERS
Associated Press Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. t AP) —
A funny thing happened on the
way to the finish line at the
Charlotte Motor Speedway Sun-
day — Richard Petty won his
second straight race here, the
National 500, after going win-
less for 15 years.
Petty took command of the
$170,000 race when he took the
lead on lap 224 gs9ci held it for
the remaining 110 laps, save a
half-lap loss on the 307th cir-
cuit.
Petty, who has won 12 of 25
races this season, had his
Dodge in second gear instead of
high when the the seventh and
final caution flag was lifted,
and David Pearson and Buddy
Baker sped past him in that or-
der on the first turn.
Baker put his Ford beside
Pearson's Mercury on the back-
:
• -mort..al or4,—Jalemplener Maw • • .4001.111ftwonsp..
TUGOOAT COMING—Larry lases (36) of Murray State rips his Way op the middle for min while Tony
Menendez (50), Marty Strome ($4) and Don Hutchison (64) help art with the blocking. Jones carried for
61 yards.
of the Reds.
A balk by Pirates pitcher
Ken Brett brought Griffey
home with another run in the
sixth after he singled and stole
second and third.
"Who's to blame? I don't
want to blame anybody," Sang-
uillen said with a shrug.
In the seventh, Morgan
scored the final Cincinnati run.
He walked, stole second and
came home on a single by Per-
ez.
"They played better ball than
we did. That's it, in black apij
white," said Al Oliver of the PI-'
rates. "But we are capable (1
winning three in Pittsburgh.
We're capable of anything.'
Rookie pitcher John Cande-
laria of the Pirates, who'll face
Gary Nolan Tuesday night, put
it this way:
"There's still a challenge and
there's still hope. That's
enough."
stretch with Petty rapidly gain-
ing speed.
Suddenly, they were three
abreast . going into the third,
high-banked turn — Pearson
high on the outside, Baker just
under him, and Petty riding
low. It was then that Petty shot
under the two to regain the
lead without officially ever los-
ing it.
At that point Baker began
dropping behind with sway bar
trouble and Petty and Pearson
found themselves in a 40-mile
sprint to the finish line.
The Randleman, N.C., driver
held off Pearson's repeated at-
tempts to pass and nosed his
Dodge under the checkered flu
just 26-hundredths of a second
ahead of Pearson. Baker fin-
ished 3.9 seconds back.
Petty, who won the World 606
last May, collected 129,970
($19,000 plus lap bonuses ) and
virtually sewed up an unprece-
dented sixth Grand National
point championship. Petty only
has to finish last in the five re-
maining races to win the title
Pearson collected $22,945, in-
cluding $10,400 for winning the
pole.
Benny Parsons, in a Chevro-
let, finished fourth, four laps
behind the leaders and Cecil
Gordon, also in a Chevy, was a
distant ten laps back for fifth.
U.S. Auto Club star A.J
Foyt, who led for 13 laps On
three occasions, was sidelined
on lap 264 with a brokenliming
chain and finished 21st.
HOCKEY
TORONTO — Veteran righ'
wing Ron Ellis, who played 11
seasons with the Toronto Maple
Leafs of the Natianal Hockey
League, retired.'
NEW YORK — Joan Payson,
principal owner of the New
York Mets, died at the age 4
72 after a long illness
ennedy,Hobble
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Art Kennedy had his day
Saturday. So did Larry Jones
and Mike Robbie and the
Murray State Racers. But
unfortunately, trainer Tom
Simmons had his day too. And
as a result, much of the
pleasure of the Racers' 17-3
Homecoming win over
Morehead was taken away.
Murray was already injury-
riddled before the game began.
And by the third quarter, three
more standouts were added to
the list. Star defensive tackle
Jay Waddle and linebacker Don
Hettich suffered knee injuries
and defnesive back Mark Hick-
man was injured.
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
said today he did not know the
status of the three. But after the
game Saturday, there were
rumors floating around that
Hettich and Waddle would
probably have to have knee
operations and would miss the
rest of the season while Hick-
man might miss a game or two.
Furgerson said it would
probably be sometime Tuesday
before he knew for certain
whether or not Waddle and
Hettich would be able to play
again.
For Kennedy, it was a banner
day And a big reason behind
the success of Kennedy was
Tarry Jones.
Kennedy gained 134 yards in
the contest on 22 carries.
Early in the week, Furgerson
said he planned to play Jones
quite a bit Saturday in order to
Racers'
give Kennedy a chance to rest
and stay fresh. It certainly
worked.
Kennedy, running like he was
being shot from a cannon, had
the best day of his career.
Meanwhile, Jones had 61
yards in 14 carries and several
times, carried four and five
Morehead defenders with him
down the field.
Jones had not carried the ball
in the first two games. He had
been under discipline. In the
locker room, Jones was over-
joyed with the win and his effort
which made a great con-
tribution.
Dripping with sweat, Jones
stood and talked to several fans
and was so happy, he was on the
brink of tears.
For Hobbie, it was also a
great day. Before the game, he
watched as his wife, Susan, was
crowned as the Homecoming
Queen. And in the game, Hobbie
fired 10 of 19 passes for com-
pletions and racked up 158
yards in the air. He passed for
one touchdown (thanks to
Bernie Behrendt) and ran for
another one. . 
It was for the most, a rather
non-eventful game during the
first half. With one exception:
On a second and eight from
the Morehead 33, Hobbie faded
back and fired deep to Willie
DeLoach. A Morehead player
deflected the pass and along
came Behrendt who caught up
with the ball and made a
miraculous catch and then
scampered untouched for the
score. Emodi Amagwula added
the PAT and Murray led 7-0.
Morehead scored on a 19-yard
field goal by Laird Johnson with
just 25 seconds left in the half.
Midway through the third
period, Bruce Walker picked off
a pa s-s on the Racer five-yard
line. On the first play from
scrimmage, Kennedy shot out
of the backfield and carried 41
yards.
Eight plays later, Amagwula
scored a field goal from 23
yards out and Murray led 10-3.
Midway through the final
period, the Racers were backed
up on their own one-yard line.
But with outstanding running
from Kennedy and Jones,
Murray got out of the hole and
kept punching the ball forward.
The key play of the series
came with just over three
minutes left in the game when
Jones broke loose from the
Morehead 39 and carried 14
yards for a first down. Five
plays later, with just nine
seconds left on the clock,
Hobbie scored on a keeper and
that sewed up the first Murray
win in three outings.
Murray had a total of 386
yards in the contest while
Morehead had 248.
This Saturday, the Racers
will visit Martin. They started
practice for the Martin game
right after the final horn
Saturday when the Racers and
Morehead emptied the benches
and several punches were
thrown.
BETWEEN THE LINES
The defense was super. With
all the injuries, it was just
almost unbelievable that
Morehead didn't score
somehow. ''We told them at
halftime that they would have to
still play the game and that we
could win it anyhow, regardless
of the injuries," Racer defen-
sive coach Bill Hina said.
Lee Stinnett had a super
game again. He was credited
with nine tackles and four
assists. Freshman linebacker
David Regan had eight tackles
and two assists while Al Martin
had the same total. Larry
Jasper, who played several
different defensive positions
and was one of the keys in the
win, had seven tackles and two
assits.
Willie DeLoach had one of his
best games ever. DeLoach
caught five passes for 79 yards
In the first two games, he had
been playing some as tailback
and it appeared Saturday he
was much more comfortable in
his usual wide receiver spot.
No --o-titt-r team in the con-
ference can sport the injury list
the Racers now have. Already
out for the year are David
McDonald and Charlie Reeves.
Waddle and Hettich could well
he added to that list. Plus Kevin
Whitfield missed the game
Saturday and he's still nursing
his ankle injury plus Mark
Hickman left the game with an
injury Saturday and it's now
known how long he'll be out.
RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME—The play of the geone came when Col tong (11) of Morehead tipped
 away a pass intended for Willie Delooch
who is not in the picture. Along came Bernie Behrendt (31) and grabbed the ball (left) and went on 
in untouched for a 43-yard touchdown
Play.
1975 models are going at year-end
savings! And, in addition, get up
to a $300 rebate on many models!
It's Clean-Up Time! Prices have been cut on our stock of 1975 cars, trucks, and vans.
They're all ready to go. And to help them out the door, there's a cash-back deal. You
can get a check in the mail for as much as $300 on many models. You know you're
 not
going to see prices or deals like these next year, so don't wait for next year, buy now
!
. -
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SORRY GANG-Somewhere beneath the middle of the pile is seireshody from Merehend wondering why
in the world he ever wonted to play football. At the top left of the pile is Morehents Ron 
Mosley who was
stopped short at the Murray two-yard BIN.
(Staff Pb..., by Day. Coleys)
Penn State Edges By
UK In 10-3 Squeaker
By RALPH BERNSTEIN ..
AP Sports Writer ...
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. ( AP)
- When fall football practice
opened at Penn State this year,
coach Joe Paterno was con-
cerned about the split end posi-
tion.
"Frankly, I don't know who
will be the split receiver," Pa-
terno said. He ticked off the
names of prospects, but not
very excitedly.
The season is now five games
old, and would you believe that
split end is one of the team's
strong points.
Dick Barvinchak, who began
his career as a quarterback,
has taken a load off Paterno's
mind. The 187-pound split end
from Binghamton, N.Y. leads
the 10th-ranked Nittany Lions
in pass receiving with nine
catches for 193 yards.
It was Barvinchak who
helped let _up both the second_
period touchdown and field goal
as Penn State beat Kentucky
Saturday, 10-3, its fourth victo-
ry against only the tough loss
to second-ranked Ohio State.
Barvinchak caught three
passes in State's 13-play,
30-yard touchdown drive. Quar-
terback John Andress threw
completions of 15, 13 and 28
yards to the 6-foot-1 Barvin-
chak. The last picked up a first
down at the Kentucky 24. Seven
running plays later, Larry Su-
hey bulled one yard for the TD.
Later in the second period,
after State had stopped a Ken-
tucky drive at the Lions' six on
a pass interception, Barvinchak
caught a 15-yarder for a first
down at the Kentucky nine, in a
drive against the clock. State
got a 29-yard field goal, out of
it from Chris Bahr, with eight
seconds in the half.
In all, Barvinchak caught
four passes for 71 yards.
Not bad for a young man who
wouldn't have bet last January
he'd even be able to play foot-
ball this season. Barvinchak
underwent a serious back oper-
ation. The doctors said he'd
play again, but he didn't know
whether to believe them.
The 22-year-old Barvinchak
was slow coming around during
spring practice. He was no ball
of fire in the early fall work-
outs. And it was only about a
week before the season opened
that he earned a starting fob.-
Barvinchak is modest. He
took no credit for shaking the
tough Kentucky defense in the
first half.
"John (quarterback Andress)
just seemed to find me and
connect," Barvinchak said. "A
couple of times I was the first
( receiver) that he looked for,
but on the others he just
spotted me."
Barvinchak credits his suc-
cess to a lot of hard work by
himself, and a lot of patience
from the coaches.
"It's all paid off," he said.
Paterno will say amen to
that.
Penn State needed every
helping hand it could get to get
by a hard-luck Kentucky team.
"We were lucky, very lucky,"
Paterno said after the game,
"We got a lot of breaks.
Kentucky coach Fran Curti
was upset by a couple of penal-
ties called against Kentucky in
crucial situations. One penalty,
a personal foul for unnecessary
roughness, helped State in the
drive for its field goal. The oth-
er, in the fourth quarter, nulli-
fied a 31-yard run by Sonny
Collins for a first down at the
Lions' 14.
"What can you do?" Curci
asked. "When you play on
someone else's field, you have
to accept that. The whole thing
is ridiculous."
Curci said of his 1-2-1 team,
"I've never seen a team as






HAVE YOU CONSIDERED OPERATING
YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
If YOU Alt A PERSON WHO IS WELL KNOWN AND RESPECTED IN YOU
COMMUNITY .. AND ARE SALES AND PROMOTION ORIENTED. WE IN
VIII YOU TO CONSIDER TIN FASCINATING TRAVEL AGENCY BUSINESS, IT
REQUIRES A CAS/I INVESTMENT ,
BY OPERATING YOUR OWN BUSINESS AND BEING A PART Of NE
NATIONS TAUT lAR.SEST INDUSTRY (70 SIMON DOLLARS ANNUALLY),
YOUR REWARDS ARE WELL ABOVE.AVERAGE EARNINGS. PIUS TOIL EX
CITIMENT OF PERSONAL TRAVEL.
WE ARE PLANNING TO OPEN A HOLIDAY TRAVEL SERVKI 
SUB AGENCY
IN MURRAY. IF YOU FlEl QUALIFIED AND All READY TO 
MUT THE
CHALLENGE, DIRECT YOUR INQUIRIES TO THE PERSONAL ATTENTION 
OF
JIM WILLIAMS, MUSIC/FIG
HOLIDAY TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.
P. 0.-130X 5527P,VANSVIIA,IN1717715 -
of PHONE (812)477-9282
get a break. I've never seen a
team have so many things
negative happen to it. It de-
serves more than this."
Penn State had to make a
tough defensive stand before
clinching its win.
Kentucky's third pass inter-
ception of the game set the
Wildcats up at the Nittany
Lions' 42 with 5:55 left. Three
running play l netted a first
down at the 31 and quarterback
Cliff Hite completed a third
down pass for 15 yards and a
first at the State 14.
The State defense held three
running plays to four yards and
Force the Wildcats into the.air.
Hite threw into the end zone to-
ward Dallas Owens, but it was
too low. That was it. State ran
out the final 58 seconds.
Paterno was asked about the
interceptions against Andress,
who had thrown only one in the
previous games.
- "John had a -superb - ritst
half," Paterno said. -Then they
changed up on the coverage.
We had a couple dropped and
threw some bad passes."
Paterno wasn't surprised that
his offense was forced to throw
more than expected.
"I said before the game that
Kentucky would have the best
defense we would play, and
they did," Paterno said. "No-
body has run on them."
Once again, State was out-
stasticed. Kentucky had 240
yards running to 151 for the
Lions. Total offense was 295 to
232. This has been a 1975 Penn
State pattern. The Lions, how-
ever, usually win one statistic-
the final score.
Anderson Keeps Cool And Hits
Great Day In Win Over Oilers
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
--Ken Anderson is what you
might call your cool customer.
When Cincinnati's trailing,
he's not a go-out-there-and-






With Houston leading 17-7 in
the fourth per,iod Sunday, he
sat back and waited - and the
Oilers eventually gave him the
chance he needed to pass the
Bengals to a 21-19 victory.
In Sunday's other National
Football League games it was
Philadelphia 26, Washington 10;
Buffalo 38, Denver 14; Pitts-
burgh 42, Cleveland 6; the New
York Jets 36, New England 7;
Atlanta 14, New Orleans 7;
Miami 31, Green Bay 7; San
Francisco 20, Kansas City 3;
Minnesota 28, Chicago 3; St.
Louis 26, the New York Giants
14; Los Angeles 24, Baltimore
13, and Oakland 6, San Diego 0.
In tonight's television game it
LS Dallas at Detroit.
-The one thing we didn't
want to do was panic. We were
only down by 10 and you can
come back from that," Ander-
son said after doing just that -
keeping the BengaLs unbeaten
in three games and handing
Houston its first defeat to put
Cincinnati alone at the top of
the American Conference's
Central Division.
Billy Johnson was almost the
whole show for Houston,
amassing 199 yards in punt and
kick returns.
Fred Willis scored on a one-
yard plunge after Johnson's 62-
yard kickoff return, Skip Butler
kicked a 37-yard field goal after
Johnson returned a punt 30
yards, then Johnson scored a
touchdown on a weaving 6'
yard punt return to give Hous-
ton a 17-7 third-quarter lead.
That's when Anderson went
to work.
He had hit Lenvil Elliott with
a first-quarter 10-yard touch-
down pass to open the scoring.
He cut Houston's edge to three
points just 10 seconds into the
fourth period with a 16-yard
touchdown pass to running
back Stan Fritts.
Then came the chance Ander-
son had been waiting for.
When Houston got the ball,
quarterback Dan Pastorini
fumbled it and Al Beauchamp
recovered it at the Oilers' 41.
That gave Anderson the chance
to flip the winning TD pass, a
six-yarder to Isaac Curtis.
Eagles 26, Redskins 10
Roman Gabriel's touchdown
run of one yard and his scoring
bombs of 62 yards to Harold
Carmichael and 27 yards to
Charlie Smith carried the pre-
viously winless Eagles to their
upset victory over the pre-
viously unbeaten Redskins.
Middle linebacker Bill Bergey
led a charged-up defense that
recovered three Washington
S
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Johnny Miller Finally Ends
String And Wins Kaiser Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
NAPA, Calif. (AP) - It ap-
peared Johnny Miller didn't
have a care in the world. The
weather was perfect - warm
and sunny - and he was ahead
in a tournament he won last
year. It was only a matter of
time before yet another Pro
Golfers Association tournament
victory was his, the 15th, for
those of you who have lost
count.
But underneath all that was a
grim drive in Miller's heart,
not only to win but to beat Jack
Nicklaus - or just finish ahead
of the man he has chased since
Sept. 15, 1974.
"I was gonna beat him this
time, no matter what he did,"
Miller observed Sunday after
cruising to the second $175,000
Kaiser Open crown of his brief
career, leaving Nicklaus five
strokes back in sixth place.
"I really wanted this one. I
really wanted to win here. If
I'd let this one slip away, I
think it would have left some
scar tissus," he said after col-
lecting the $35,000 winner's
check with a final-round 69 and
a 16-under-par total of 272.
The front-running three-
stroke triumph came with rela-
tive ease. It was his fourth vic-
tory this season but the first in
eight long months since he won
three of his first four this year.
"It's not that it's been so long
since I won, eight months or
whatever. But with the regu-
larity I was winning before, it
seems like a long time," he
said.
The outcome never was real-
ly in question, considering the
determination Miller showed in
outclassing the field. Rod Curl
needed his best tournament
showing this season, a 71, to
finish second at 275 on the 6,-
828-yard north course at the Sil-
verado Country Club.
Lee Trevino, who earlier of-
fered Miller his most serious
challenge, finished tied for
third with Gene Littler and
Marty Fleckman.
Trevino birdied the eighth
and ninth holes to move within
a stroke of the lead, but hacked
Middlesboro Makes Joke Out
Of Cawood Showdown Game.
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
There are times when a foot-
ball coach is left speechless by
his own invention.
Such was the case when
Coach Tom Stapleton's Middles-
boro team performed almost to
perfection in making a rout of
its purported showdown with
Cawood.
"I wouldn't have believed it,
either," Stapleton said. "They
( Cawood) drove to make it 7-6
but from then on, we played as
well as any team I've ever
coached"
Middlesboro roared to a 42-6
halftime lead; the so-called
showdown ended 49-12.
What did Stapleton tell his
Yellow Jackets at halftime,
with such a large lead on the
board?
"Nothing," he laughed. "I
just sat down and kept my
mouth shut."
The architects of that near-
flawless performance were do-
everything quarterback Jay
Welch and fullback Billy Ham-
blin. Welch threw for two
touchdowns, passed for two oth-
ers and added seven extra
point kicks.
Hamblin, meanwhile, was
running for 176 yards in 20 car-
ries and. The burly fullback
also scored three times.
The win left Middlesboro,
ranked atop the Associated
--Xtess..L.lass AA RolL...igitl10A.Cr0.
record. The Jackets Mild on
first place seems even more
secure, since No. 2 Scott County
was beaten 13-12 by unranked
Lexington Lafayette.
The other four top-rated
teams in the AP polls also won
handily over the weekend.
Jefferson County AAAA lead-
er St. Xavier blanked :Iroquois
29-0; State AAAA pa&esetter
Ashland buried Barboursville,
W.Va., 41-6; Ft. Thomas High-
land, No. 1 in class AAA,
blitzed No. 5 E langer Lloyd 28-
0; and OEMS A powerhouse
Frankfort made it seven in a
row by smashing Kentucky
Country Day 42-0.
Several other ranked teams,
though, weren't as fortunate.
A three-way tie for fifth in
the Jefferson County poll was
settled when two of those teams
were beaten. Durrett, 5-1,
dropped a 10-7 decision to Bal-
lard while Fairdale fell to
Westport 14-10.
Valley, 4-1 and the third team
involved in the logjam, de-
feated Doss 19-7.
Jefferstown, the No. 4 Jeffer-
son County team, also lost for
the first time, falling 24-7 to
Ballard.
Meanwhile, in another show-
down that failed to materialize,
fourth-rated Harrodsburg of
Class A blitzed No. 3 Richmond
Madison 38-8.
In other Jefferson County ac-
tion, No. 2 Trinity beat
Shawnee 48-0 and No. 3 Bishop
David clobbered 6tterton 284
Green dumi5ed Warren Central
28-14; No. 4 Lexington Bryan
Station measured Christian
County 27-0 and No. 5 Paducah,
Tilghman tipped Cape Gi-
rardeau Central, Mo. No.. 3
Owensboro was idle
In AAA, No. 2 Franklin-Simp-
son blanked Portland, Tenn.,
21-0; No. Shelby County
ripped Marion County 50-6; and
No. 4 Glasgow smashed Hart
County 41-0.
Mayfield, No. 3 in AA,
crushed Marshall County 41-0;
No. 4 Somerset clubbed Cum-
berland 46-0; and No. 5 Corbin
mauled Bell County in a Thurs-
day night game. -
And, in Class A, No. 2 Heath













a double-bogey 6 on the 13th
and fell out of contention.
All that remained was for
Miller to top Nicklaus, who in
their 12 meetings since last
September had finished ahead
of Miller nine times and tied
him for position the other
three.
It was a battle won easily
when Nicklaus ran into some
rare putting problems. "I didn't
make the putts and I didn't put
any pressure on him," said
Nicklaus.
But Jack continued his one-
upsmanship on Miller in anoth-
er department: money. He had
clinched the money-winning
crown before the event began
and his $6,300 for the sixth-
place finish put Nicklaus' final
earnings on the American trirtir
at $298,149. Miller's check gave
him $226,118 for second place
on the list.
TENNIS
KINGSTON, Jamaica - The
top-seed team of Arthur Ashe
and Roscoe Tanner defeated
England's Roger Taylor and
Buster Mottram 6-1, 1-6, 6-4 in
the deciding doubles match as
the United States captured the
ATP Nations Cup.
fumbles and intercepted three
passes.
Bills 38, Broncos 14
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson piled
up 138 yards and scored a
touchdown against Denver.
That was no surprise. The sur-
prise was that Jim Braxton
also went over the 100-yard
mark with 102 and scored three
touchdowns on runs of three, 19
and four yards
Steelers 42, Browns 6
"We were bombed right out
of our minds," Cleveland Coach
Forrest Gregg groaned. Terry
Bradshaw and Joe Gilliam did
the bombing for Pittsburgh,
combining for three touchdown
passes in a 367-yard aerial as-
sault against the winless
Browns.
Jets 36, Patriots 7
The Jets' Joe Namath threw
four touchdown passes, two
apiece to Rich Caster and Je-
rome Etarkum. "It was one of
those games you'd like to for-
get," observed cornerback Bob
Howard, beaten on all four
scoring passes.
New England quarterback
Jim Plunkett started for the
first time since suffering a pre-
season shoulder separation. He
completed only eight of 21
passes for 135 yards and was
intercepted three times.
Falcons 14, Saints 7
The Falcons trimmed New
Orleans on a fluke play when
Jim Mitchell scooped up a fum-
bled pass completion by team-
mate Ken Burrow and raced 50
yards for a touchdown:
Dolphins 31, Packers 7
Mercury Morris ran for 125
yards, Don Nottingham added
107 yards and three touchdowns
and Bob Griese teamed with
rookie Fred Solomon on a 58-
yard scoring pass to lead
Miami over the Packers.
49ers 20, Chiefs 3
Quarterback Norm Snead
passed to Tom Mitchell for one
touchdown, Larry Schreiber
ran for one and Steve Mike-
Mayer kicked field goals of 19
and 29 yards to carry San
Francisco past the Chiefs.
Vikings 28, Bears 3
Fran Tarkenton connected on
three touchdown passes, one to
John Gilliam and two to Stu
Voigt, as Minnesota broke in
front early and polished off the
Bears.
Cardinals 26, Giants 14
Terry Metcalf and Jim Otis
teamed for 210 yards and
scored a touchdown apiece in
the St. Louis' victory over the
Giants, who got both their
touchdowns from Larry Wat-
kins.
Los Angeles 24, Baltimore 13
Fullback Lawrence
McCutcheon boomed 25 yards
for one touchdown and James
Harris passed 21 yards to Ron
Jessie for another in a fourth-
quarter rally that lifted the
Rams past Baltimore.
Raiders 6, Chargers 0
George Blanda kicked field
goals of 35 and 29 yards and
the Raiders limited San Diego's
entire offense to 93 yards - in-
cluding minus 22 in passing -











and much, much more
including being only
19.50 per couple
for two days and
one night including
the use of all facilities




Breckinridge Lane South Exit
off the Watterson Expressway (I-264)
Reservations Necessary
Phone Collect 502 - 456-5050 or
Toll Free BOO - 226-2211
One Time Only




Good Tue. and Wed. Oct. 7-8
The PALACE
16th and Chestnut
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Mighty A's Just One
Loss From Being Out
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON AP) - The Boston
Red Sox, playing as if they in-
vented baseball, are just one
game from the American
League pennant, ready to end
the hopes of the mighty Oak-
land A's and owner Charles 0.
Finley for a fourth consecutive
World Series championship.
The Red Sox, who laughed at
pressure in ousting the Balti-
more Orioles as East Division
champs chlking the regular sea-
son, held a 2-0 lead over the A's
in their best-of-five playoff for
the pennant and a World Series
berth.
The Red Sox, who whipped
the A's 7-1 on Luis Tiant's
three-hit pitching Saturday,
completed a sweep of the two
games in Boston with a 6-3
comeback victory Sunday.
Partisan fans serenaded Fin-
ley with "Goodbye, Charlie,"
and even the A's had to wonder
what was hitting them. Now the
A's are ma situation where they
have to win three in a row as
the series moves to Oakland for
the third game Tuesday.
"It's do or die," Oakland
Manager Alvin Dark said.
"That's it. No refunds after
Tuesday if we don't win."
"It still takes three to win
this thing,' Boston Manager
Darrell Johnson cautioned.
"We'll just go out there and do
what we have to do."
Dark and Johnson agreed
that the Red Sox played vir-
tually a perfect game in rally-
ing to beat the A's in the sec-
ond meeting.
"Those fellows have done a
great job," Dark said. "They
just outplayed us today. They
Western And Eastern
Post League Victories
In other Saturday games in-
volving Kentucky teams, West-
ern Kentucky, the No. 2 ranked
team in the College Division
poll, bounced East Tennessee
17-3; seventh-rated Eastern
Kentucky blitzed Austin Peay
49-0; Georgetown was shaded
21-20 by Gardner-Webb; and
Louisville dropped its fourth in
a row, 13-10 to Wichita.
Centre and Kentucky State
were idle.
Quarterbacks Bill Smith and
DeWayne Squires each ran for
touchdowns to lead Western-to
its fifth win in as many starts.
East Tennessee's powerful
ground game was held to 52
yards by a defense spear-
headed by Rick Green, who
receovered three fumbles and
had 10 tackles.
Ernie House passed for four
touchdowns to tie an Eastern
Kentucky record as the Colo-
nels, 4-0-1, sent Austin Peay to
its fourth straight loss. Two of
scoring passes went 63 and
yards to Elmo Boyd while
Revere caught the other
Down by a point with 2:27 to
play, Georgetown, 3-2, elected
to try for a two-point con-
ersion rather than a tie. But
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Wormy lodger & Timis by
5:30 p.m. are orged to call
7531916 between 5:30 p. m.
sad 6 p. mr. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be pieced before
6 p.m.
Ron Pinchbeck's pass sailed
over the head of Rubin
McIntyre. The ill-fated con-
version attempt was set up by
Pinchbeck's 38-yard touchdown
Pass to McIntyre.
Wichita converted a Walter
Peacock fuinble into a 48-yard
touchdown march that sent
Louisville to its fourth straight
loss under new coach Vince
Gibson. Elbert Williams, who
rushed for 127 yards, scored the
deciding touchdown on a four-
yard run..
Louisville's only touchdown
came in the third quarter when
Louisville drove 23 yards after
recovering a Wichita fumble.
Peacock went the final yard for
the score. Wilbur Summers
added a 30-yard field goal in
the fourth period for Louisville.
did everything you need to do
in the game of baseball to
"We played a game of base-
ball as well as it can be
played," Johnson said. "We
played the game to perfection.
It's not possible to play any
better."
The Red Sox will send 19-
game winner Rick Wise to the
mound in the third game. How-
ever, Dark planned to wait un-
til after a late afternoon work-
out after playing first virtually
the entire season, played the
season without Bahnsen, Dick
Bosman, Ken Holtzman or
possibly Vida Blue coming
back," Dark said before flying
to the West Coast.
Holtzman was knocked out in
the seventh inning in the series
opener. Blue was kayoed in a
three-run fourth Sunday as Bos-
ton tied the score 3-3. Bahnsen
and Bosman each were 0-1
against the Red Sox this, sea-
son.
The A's, who jumped to the
lead on Reggie Jackson's two-
run homer in the first inning,
added another run in the
fourth. Then Denny Doyle start-
ed Blue's downfall by popping a
single to shallow right-center.
Carl Yastrzemski quickly
brought Doyle home, hitting
Blue's first pitch into the
screen in left-center.
A double by Carlton Fisk and
Fred Lynn's single shelled
Blue, but the Red Sox got the
tying run on a double play
grounder.
Jim Todd, who replaced Blue
on the mound, was lifted after
Cecil Cooper led off the fifth
with a double. Dark went to his
ace reliever earlier than usual,
summoning Rollie Fingers.
Fingers was caught up with
after getting out of the fifth.
Yastrzemski's double and
Fisk's line single put the Red
Sox in front to say in the sixth.
Women's Cross Country
Team Gets Third Place
The Murray State women's
cross country team finished
third in the Western Illinois
Invitational held Saturday at
Macomb.
Iowa State, last year's
national champions, had four of
the top five runners and was
charged with just 16 points,
missing the perfect score of 15
by just one.
In second place was South-
west Missouri with 75 while
Murray was third with 80 and
Southern Illinois-Carbondale
•fourth with 111.
Other scores were Augustana
College 114, Illinois State 144,
Western Illinois 170, University
of Chicago 179 and Neighing
Missouri 195.
The winning time in the three-
mile meet was 17:06.
For Murray, Brenda Calabro
finished 12th with all :06 while
Carol Schafer Was 13th with
21:19. In 14th place was Camille
Baker with a 21:20 while in 15th
place was Kathy Schafer in
21:45. The fifth Racer to cross
was Jewel Hayes who took 26th
place in a time of 22:35.
Other Murray runners were
Anne Moore in 29th with a 23:06
and Gabriel Black in 36th with
25:05.
The Racers will run at
Memphis State Tuesday.
SI
NH 1.i; 1 111.1 li;- 
POITS
Women's Tennis Team
Ruts Record To 8-1
By PATSY J. BEAUCIUMP
the Murray State women's
tennis team took two matches
over the weekend to raise their
mot d to 8 wins against 1 loss.
In the match played on
Friday, the lady netters
defeated Kentucky Weslyan
College by a score of 7-2. Fresh-
man Karen Weis had little
trouble beating KWC's number
one player Ester Hayden. Miss
Hayden was the 1974 number
one singles champion at the
Kentucky Intercollegiate State
Tournament. Singles scores
were: Karen Weis MSU def.
Eater Hayden 6-2, 6-0; Janis
Mucci KWC def. Sindy Macovik
7-6, 6-4; Rachel Strauss KWC
def. Sandy Macovik 6-2, 6-0;
Linda Spellman MSU def.
Ramona Hill 6-0, 6-0; Leanne
Owen MSU def. Janet White 6-1,
6-2; Judy Sherrell MSU def.
Darlene Wimpee 6-1, 6-0. In
doubles: Macovik-Macovik
MSU def. Mucci-Strauss 6-1, 6-
2; Weis-Shirrell_ MSU def.
Hayden-Hill 6-1, 6-0; Spellman-
Anne Reis MSU def. White-
Wirnpee 6-3, 6-3.
On Saturday, the tennis team
easily won over the University
of Evansville 8-1. MSU's only
loss came from Susan Sullivan
at the number six position.
Coach Nita Head's squad will
travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn.
for a quadrangular match
October 10-11. Teams com-
peting will be: MSU, Middle
Tennessee State University,
University of the South, and
University of Tennessee -
Chattanooga.
Brian Rutter Finishes
Fifth In Indiana Meet
Led by the fifth-place finish of
Brian Rutter, the Murray State
cross country Racers finished
sixth Saturday at the Indiana
Invitational. There were 23
teams entered in the race.
Nick Rose of Western Ken-
tucky and teammate Tony
Staynings shared first place as
both crossed the six-mile course
in 29:46. Dean Reinke of Indiana
was third with a 30:15, Pat
Mandera of the University Of
Chicago Track Club was fourth
with a 30:19 and Rutter was fifth
with a 30:25.
The University of Chicago
Track Club won the team title.
But all their runners are no
longer in college so as far as the
c011egiate winner Saturday, it
was the host team, Indiana.
The Hooisers had 84 points,
seven more than the first-place
track club. Kentucky had 109
points and was third while
Western Kentucky was fourth
with a 112 score. However,
Western had two of their top
White Handles Pressure And
Paces Southmen To 37-33 Win
By The Associated Press
Danny White is only in his
second year of pro ball, but the
young quarterback of the Wink+
phis Southmen banal-prise-
sure like a veteran.
With his team fell behind 33-
30 to the Southern California
Sun with 1:45 to go in Sunday's
game, White took command.
He guided the Southmen the
length of the field, overcoming
College Scores
By The Associated Press
East
Boston College 41, Villanova 12
Boston Univ 13, Harvard 9 we-
Brown 17, Pennsylvania 8
Coast Guard 10, Norwich Univ
3
Colby College 14, Tufts 12
Cornell 21, Bucknell 6
Dartmouth 28, Holy Cross 7
Delaware State 44, Md East
Shore 0 -
Kings Point 37, Fordham 0
Maine 23, Rhode Island 14
Maryland 24, Syracuse 7
Massechusetts 34. Northeastern
-14 - 
Navy 17, Air Force 0
New Hampshire 14, Connecticu•
10
Penn State 10, Kentucky 3
Pittsburgh 1.1, Duke 0
Princeton 27, Columbia 7
Rutgers 7, Hawaii Univ 3
Shippensburg 21, Slippery Pak
16
Temple 21, Cincinnati 17
Yale 24, Colgate 10
...By Long Distance.
Rates go down after 5 PM weekdays,
when you dial the 1+ way. So you Can
call more often and talk longer.
Low 1+ rates do not apply to 0+ dialed long distance calls 1+ rates do
apply to station calk you dial yoursea, or station Calls placed with an
operator whece long distance dialing facilites are not enviable Low
fated do not ein4n/v rernpertscronasted cols soon arversorrtover-
son, coin, hotel-motel guest credit card, collect calls, and on calls
charged to another number, including special billing numbers
South
Alabama 32, Mississippi 6
Albany St, Ga 17, Tuskegee 10
Alcorn 7, South Caro St 7
Bluefield State 19, West Va
State 14
Citadel 21, William & Mary 6
East Kentucky 49, Austin Peay
0
Florida 34, Louisiana State f,
Georgia 35, Clemson 7
Georgia Tech 30, Florida State
0
McNeese St 33, Marshall Unry 3
Memphis State 21, North Texas
St 19
Mississippi St 7, South Ms
sissippi 3
North Carolina 3/, Virginia 28
No Carolina St 27, Indiana 0
Richmond 17, East Carolina It
South Carolina 24, Baylor 13
Vanderbilt 6, Tulane 3
Virginia Military 13, Furman
Unlv 10
Virginia Tech 23, 11 0burn 16
Midwest • .
Augustana, S.D. 31, South Pa-
Iota 25
Ball State 20, Indiana State 16'
Bowling Green 28, West Mich-
igan 0
Cent Michigan 42, Illinois St.
Univ 7
Dayton 24, Toledo 13
Illinois 27, Washington St 21
Kansas 41, Wisconsin 7
Long Beach St 31, Southern l"
linois 24
Miami, Ohio 14, Purdue 3
Michigan 31, Missouri 7
Michigan State 10, Notre Dame
3
Minnesota 21, Ohio 0
Nebraska 31, Miami, Fla 16
Northern Illinois 38, Kent State
15
Oklahoma 21, Colorado 20
Oklahoma State 17, Texas Tech
16
So Dakota State 13, No Dakota
St 8
Southern Cal 27, Iowa 16
Texas A&M 10, Kansas St Univ
0
Tulsa 3.5, New Mexico St 7
Wichita State 13, Louisville 10
Southwest
Arkansas 19, Texas Christian 8
Arkansas State 39, SW Lout
siana 17
Texas, Arlington 39, West
Texas State 7
Texas Lutheran 42, Arkansas
Tech 0
West Virginia 28, South Method
ist 22
Far West
Arizona 41, Northwestern 6
Arizona State 29, Idaho -3
Boise State 35, Montana State
Brigham Young 16, New AAexi-
co 15
California 27, San Jose State 24
Colo State Univ 3, Wyoming 0
Grambling 19, Oregon State 12
Idaho St Univ 17, Northern Ai.,
zone 7
„Iowa State 31, Utah 3
Los Angeles St 17, whinier cot
17
Montana 48, Weber State 17
Ohio State 41, UCLA 20'
San Diego State 59, Fullerton
State 14
Stanford 67, Army 14' t
Texas 61, Utah State 7
Washington 27, Oregon 17
a pair of penalties and finally
hitting wide receiver Ed Mar-
shall with a 17-yard pass with
32 seconds left to give the
Southmen a 37-33 triumph arid
the World Football League's
Eastern Division summer sea-
son championship.
"At a time like that,"._ said
White, who played college ball
at Arizona State, "the No. 1
thing to do is stay cool. I re-
minded myself right that
there was plenty of time left,
and there were things I wanted
to do at that point."
He mentioned setting up a
possible tying field goal, or per-
haps getting close enough to try
for a touchdown with a "me-
dium-range pass." And that's
precisely what he did.
The victory gave Memphis a
7-2 record in the Eastern Divi-
sion, enough to edge out Bir-
mingham and Jacksonville. By
winning the summer season,
Memphis is assured of a spot in
the World Bowl playoffs.
In Sunday's other WFL
game, Charlotte topped Shreve-
port 39-14. In Saturday action,
it was Jacksonville 32, Portland
29; Philadelphia 42, San An-
tonio 38, and Birmingham 29,
the Hawaiians 16.
San Antonio had previously
clinched the Western Division
title.
The Southmen were forced to
come from behind twice
against the stubborn Sun.
White completed 13 of 24 pass
attempts for 177 yards and
three touchdowns to offset the
play of Sun rookie Anthony
runners out and that cost them
the title.
Other scores were Auburn
172, Murray 136, East Ten-
nessee 140, Northwestern 249,
Indiana Striders 285, Eastern
Kentucky 286, Morehead 333,
Butler 382, Jackson Community
College 399, Wright State 433,
Louisville 451 and Cincinnati
486. Other teams in the meet
didn't have full teams thus did
not receive a score.
On the same course last year
in the same meet, Rutter had a
32:02. In the national cham-
pionship last year on the same
course, Rutter finished with a
31:26. Had Rutter recorded a
30:25 last year in the NCAA
meet, he would have finished in
a tie for 14th with Tony
Staynings of Western.
Martyri Brewer was in 14th
place Saturday with a 30:55
while Bob Arnet crossed in 27th
with a 31:30. Ralph Cheek was
43rd with a 32:00 while Clint
Strohrneier was 48th with a
32:04. Other Murray runners
were Jimmy Colon 69th with
32:34, Don Willcox 81st in 32:58,
Kevin Perryman 90th in 33:27
and Rod Harvey 115th in 33:57.
A field of over 200 ran in the
meet.
This Saturday, the Racers
will be at Western Illinois for a
dual meet.
Davis, who ran for two touch-
downs and caught a Mike Ernst
pass for another before leaving
the game with an ankle injury
in the third quarter.
The Sun erased a 15-0 deficit
on Davis' trio of scores - runs
of two and 30 yards and an 11-
yard reception. Memphis re-
gained the lead at 30-26 when
White hit Marshall on a five--
yard scoring pass and John
Harvey scored on a one-yard
run. Ernst connected with Ter-
ry Lindsey for a 22-yard score
to give the Sun a 33-30 margin
with 1:45 left on the clock, set-
ting up White's winning aerial.
Tom Sherman completed 17
of 20 passes for 154 yards and
two touchdowns, both to Tim
George, as Charlotte rolled to
its biggest point total of the
season.
George Mira hit Alfred Hay-
wood with a screen pass and
the running back rambled 37
yards for the winning touch-
down with six minutes to play
for Jacksonville. Mira com-
pleted just five passes in the
game, but two went to Hay-
wood for TDs.
Claude Watts carried 15
times for 115 yards and three
touchdowns for Philadelphia,
but the winning points came on
field goals of 43 and 47 yards
by Bob Cooper in the fourth pe-
riod.
Two touchdowns in the sec-
ond half by Art Cantrelle and
one by Johnny Musso carried






WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP)
- After 23 years, Enzo Ferrari
finally got the telephone call he
had been waiting for.
"We have won," Ferrari
team manager Luca Monteze-
molo told the aging car maker
Montezemolo's excited, al-
most breathless call came just
minutes after young Niid Lauda
streaked to an easy victory in
Sunday's Grand Prix of the
United States.
The goal had eluded Ferrari
since the inception of the Amer-
ican race, but the ultimate vic-
tory did not come without con-
troversy.
Lauda's teammate, Clay Reg-
gazorii, was black-flagged off
the course for blocking the
progress of eventual second-
place finisher Emerson Fitti-
paldi.
The black flag, a rarity in
Formula I racing, incensed
young Montezemolo, who
chased down race steward Ber-
die Martin and threw a punch.
Martin later denied the fight
took place, but the incident was
recorded by photographers.
About the same time, Teddy
Mayer, manager of Fittipaldi's
McLaren team, caught up with
- Montezemolo and started a
heated argument.
When race officials threat-
ened to disqualify Fteggazoni
and drop him to last in the
standings, Ferrari withdrew the
car.
After -Reggazoni made a pit
stop for an undisclosed reason
early in the race, Fittipaldi
said the Swiss driver gradually
Rot between him and Lauda,
then began slowing down.
Fittipaldi said it would have
been hard to catch the hard-
charging Lauda, who this sea-
son took the World Driving
Championship away from the
Brazilian, even without the
blocking tactics.
Lauda denied he knew any-
thing about Reggazoni's efforts
in his behalf.
Lauda's winning speed was
116.10 miles per hour through
the almost accident-free 200
mile race at the 3.377-mile Wat-
kins Glen road course. He fin-
ished 4.9 seconds in front of
Fittipaldi, who also finished
second in the season's driver
standings.
After costly and estensiye prior
treatment tailed this skiff diS-
ease was believed incueable At
jpis point Happy Jack miinge
rhedieme wag used with dramatic
success Contams NO hevachtor
ophene, Also HAPPY JACK
PO KOTE finest healing and
toughening agent tor hunting



















Ladies 2 Pc. Pants $1 59
(Matching) Reg. '1.90 ea. I
Bring any number. You must present this







109. $1.90 ea. $159
(Pleats Extra)
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'The Cleaners Interested In You'




















The 4-H Program is the
largest youth organization in
Calloway County and in the
State of Kentucky. It is cer-
tainly appropriate that during
National 4-11 Week, October 5-
11, that recognition and thanks
for this achievement be given to
the people who make things
happen, the 4-H volunteer
leaders. Yes, these are the men
and women in our county who
give generously of their time
and efforts to provide valuable
learning experience for youth
who have genuine interest
in learning by doing.
Who is a volunteer? "What
does a 4-H volunteer do?" might
be an obvious question. Webster
defines the volunteer as "One
who enters into, or offers
himself for, any service of his
own free will." 4-H volunteers
are people who like to work with
youth. At a recent leadership
meeting, a volunteer of five
years was asked why he worked
in 4-H. He replied, "The
satisfaction of seeing young
Individual Retirement
Accounts
TODAYS plan for TOMORROW'S security
An individual Retirement Account
(IRA) is a personal tax-sheltered
retirement plan. It was developed by
Congress to bring to every American
worker th* opportunity to build a
more secure future for himself and
for his family.
IRA's are available to any wage-
earner. The only requirement is that
you not currently be a participant in
any other retirement plan.
Come in and inquire





It's NOT for the BIRDS!
Grain left on fields is
costly. Check your
equipment for bent







Do the job right with our









Hwy. 94.L Ph. 753-2215
people develop and knowing I'm
helping. Obviously, the
volunteer leader isn't motivated
to help because of material
gains. We use the word
"leader" quite often, and yet
what have we conjured up in our
mind as a definition of
"leader"? The dictionary tells
us that a leader is "One in front,
who takes command."
I believe we should give
consideration in dealing with
youth as to which is the best
kind of "leader". Our various
news media is full of leader-
s.. labor leaders, government
leaders 'strike leaders.. .and
they give you somewhat the
impression of charging out,
leading the way, with all
following behind. In this type of
leadership, it is very easy to
lose contact with those we are
leading. We need more youth
leaders who display un-
derstanding and genuine en-
thusiasm, instead of yelling
directions.
In the biography of Ralph
Waldo Emrnerson, there is a
charming story which
illustrates leadership. While a
boy, Mr. Emerson and his
friend were trying desperately
to get a calf into a barn. The
friend had tied a rope around
the neck of the calf and was
tugging, and Mr. Emerson had
planted his shoulder firmly
against the bony south end of
the north-bound calf and was
pushing with all his might.
Their efforts were to no avail.
Anyone who has tried to get a
stubborn calf to move will well
understand their plight.
Finally, an Irish maid, wat-
ching from the window, came to
their rescue. She took a bucket
of milk, stuck her finger into the
bucket, put it in the calf's
mouth, and led it effortlessly
into the barn. She gave the calf
something besides "orders".
She gave it something it wan-
ted; and, in the end, succeeded
in getting what she wanted.
That's the secret of good
leadership, getting young
people involved in programs we
believe beneficial, but as in all
fair trades you have to give
them something they want.
The opportunity to join the
greatest group of people on
earth is yours. I can honestly
say that there are few people I
admire more than a dedicated
volunteer youth leader.
Now, during our coming
Bicentennial, is the time to
renew the Spirit of 76 through
you, the volunteer. The op-
portunity is as limitless today
as it was in 1776 when our great
nation was born. Do you have








Loading an airplane with seed wheat can be an easy job. Pictured refilling the airplane's grain
holding compartment is (left to right) Thomas Houston on the tractor, Rex Houston, Billy Allen,
pilot, and Bill Bolling. Bolling and Allen are pictured twice.
Many hours of labor are being saved by aerial seeding of wheat in soybean fields in Calloway
County. Harold and Thomas Houston prepared their own air strip which greatly speeded up
their seeding operation. To avoid handling seed wheat in bags, the grain was dumped from a
truck into an auger which carried it to a small bin constructed to fit on a tractor-operated front
loader. The tractor and front loader hoist the bin over the airplane (as in the photos) for quick
loading. Three hundred acres were seeded at the rate of two bushes per acre for the Houstons
in approximately five hours. The Houstons are members of the New Concord Adult Farmer
class conducted at the Murray Vocational Center.
Contest Seeks Top 4-H'ers
Ten Kentucky 4-H members
will share $1,800 in U. S. Savings
Bonds in the 1975 4-H Award of
Excellence Program sponsored
by The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times.
An annual public service
program of the Louisville daily
newspapers, the program is
presented in cooperation with
the University of Kentucky
Agricultural Extension Service
which assisted in its develop-
ment and whose extension
agents coordinate it.
The participants who are
selected the top 4-H boy and girl
in the state will each receive a
$500 U. S. Savings Bond. Eight
runners-up —four boys and four
girls — will each receive a $100
savings bond.
All 10 winners, their parents
and county 4-H agents will
receive all-expense-paid trips to
Louisville to be guests of honor
at the annual Farm Awards
Luncheon in March, 1976.
In addition to the 10 top




of why consumer food prices
are high even though farmers'
profits are low will dominate
the agenda at a Farm-City
Seminar Tuesday, October 9 in
Louisville.
Sponsors, in addition to the
Kentucky Farm-City Com-
mittee, include the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation, the
Kentucky Chamber of Com-
merce, the University of
Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
tension Service, and others.
The seminar is expected to
draw hundreds of farm,
business and community
representatives from
throughout the state. It is being
held at the Ramada Inn-
Bluegrass Convention Center,
on Hurstbourne Lane.
Keynoting the program will
be C.H. "Chuck" Fields,
congressional liaison
representative in the American
Farm Bureau's Washington
D.C. office, who will speak at 11
a.m.
Following lunch, a panel of
state and national authorities
will address the "Cost-Price
Squeeze." W. Donham
Crawford, president of the











York City, will discuss energy;
Gene D. Hoffman, senior vice
president of the Kroger Com-
pany will speak on food; and J.
Ed McConnell, president,
Kentucky Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, will deal with health
care costs.
Concluding the program will
be two concurrent panels. One
entitled -Unionization—How
Far?" will focus on current
efforts by organized labor to
unionize public employees and
farmworkera--Philiii_ IA
Thompson, executive vice
president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, and
Chuck Fields will moderate this
part of the program.
The other panel will discuss
the "Perils of Government
Regulation." Land use planning
and property taxes will
highlight a presentation by J.
Robert Wade, president of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federatioo. Robert W.
Crawford, president of the
Association of General Mer-
chandise Chains, will address
occupational safety and health,
product safety, the proposed
Consumer Protection Agency
and other regulatory aspects.
awarded to the boy and girl
selected as the most out-
standing 4-H'ers in each ex-
tension area in Kentucky.
Plaques will also be awarded to
the top boy AO. girl in each
county. -
Certificates of merit will be
awarded to the top boy and girl
in each of the three competition
age groups in each county. The
age groups are 9-12, 13-15, and
16-19 for both boys and girls.
Participants in the program
will be judged on their in-
dividual academic develop-
ment, moral development, civic
and community development,
physical development, and 4-H
activities. Judging will take
place on three levels: County,
extension area, and state.
Participants are judged only
within their own age group.
Selection of the outstanding 4-
H girl and boy in each county
must be completed by
November 1. The recommended
closing date for county com-
petition is October 15.
Previous state runners-up
may participate in the program
one more time during their 4-H
careers. Previous winners of
the two top awards are
ineligible for further par-
Entry forma and brochures
containing" rules for the 4-H
Award of Excellence Program
are available at extension
service offices in all Kentucky
counties.
The outstanding 4-H boy in the
1974 program was Paul Edward
Hall of Foster. The outstanding
4-H girl was Frieda Carol
Graham of Harrodsburg.
Runners-up were Carrneta Kay
Yonce, Loyall; Nancy Kay
Pfeiffer, Alexandria; Vicki
Taylor, Paducah; and Carol
Lynn Beck, Lexington. Also,
Patil Gordon Hurst, Somerset;










Wayne Feed DeKolb Seed Corn -
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype 
continually reports Chicago 
Board
II of True: and prices of 








Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Randy Tucker, Krksey, stops shelling popcorn long enough
for a picture. Tucker and most other farmers with popcorn
are hurrying to complete harvesting their crop. Lodging is a
major problem if the crop is not harvested early. Recent wet
weather has caused some losses to stalks which have
already fallen to the ground. Tucker, his father, John, and--.
brother Curtis are members of the Kirksey Adult farmer
Class. They farm 1100 acres in Calloway County.
The Tuckers are using aerial seeded wheat as a cover
crop as well as for grain 'production. They have seeded 525
acres of wheat from the air in soybean fields to be har-
vested. After helping protect against erosion through the
winter, much of their aerial seeded wheat will be plowed












LIMB N' TRIM 8
ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW
Its here . . . a chain saw every homeowner can
afford. The all new Remington "Limb N' Trim
8" is the lowest priced and lightest weight elec-
tric chain saw you can buy. Plug it in, pull the
trigger and this new electric chain saw with a
1 1/4 H.P. double insulated motor 'and a total
weight of only 41/2 lbs. becomes the handiest,
most practical power tool you've ever owned.
Cuts trees up to 16" thick, limbs, trims and
prunes, great for all kinds of home improve-
ment and backyard projects. Perfectly bal-




208 E. Main 753-3361
Powered For Peak Performance
N•re ort twasibli Notisoe• wise If hies whotlsor mere Is MO.
swat epee Raid pal Sr le Ma neck awl map nap Sr
Hold cereilltieas yea CM firm fa few apart* tea sad pleats of
power.
lo Mkt Illessoy Fergus's 760 It's • hefty 140 hp twbecherpeti Portion
&nal ougino that pH stay powerful yew ofter year.
Stokes Tractor
8t Implement Co.














Murray, has enrolled their herd
of cattle in the Total Per-
formance Records Program of
the American Hereford
Association, according to an


































TPR is available to all
registered and commercial
Hereford breeders. It is a
system of performance record
keeping, and is one of the many











Case Model 2670, four-wheel drive, four way-four wheel
steering, power shift, 219.44 PTO horsepower' Agricultural
Tractor.
'Official Neb. Test Results. Test N1165.
Association, the world's largest
beef cattle registry
organization with nearly
17,000,000 head recorded in the
herd book.
More than 150,000 cows have
been enrolled in TPR by some
1,200 Hereford breeders as a
means to more accurately
determine thos individuals
which excel in the economically
important traits.
The traits measured,
recorded and compared are
fertility, mothering ability,
conformation, rate and ef-
ficiency of gain, carcass quality
and longevity of production-
the traits most important in





mounted shear bolt plow
(with 17" fluted coulters)
with your purchase of a new
CASE/DIM BROWN 
885.990,995,1210 or 1212 tractor
Or $800 REDUCTION
From list price on any new 885
9000r 1200 Series DAVID BROWN
tractor with a CASE implement





BUYS TOP FFA CALF-Wayne Barger, right of mayfield, purchased the top priced calf at the
annual purchase Regional 4-H and FFA Beef Show held in Murray last week. Jennifer Riley was
the owner of the calf, which sold for $137% per pound. The grand champion of the show was
owned by Barry Newsome of the Farmington FFA chapter.
Plan A Sewing Center
By Barletta Wrather
Since many are sewing this
fall, they will find more time to
sew if they have a well-planned
sewing center that is organized
so that their equipment and
supplies are easy to reach and
easy to use.
Plan your sewing center
according to your individual
needs. The size of' your home,
room arrangement and the size
of your family. The size of
family will determinf the
amount of space avai1atIe. For
the homemaker who sews a lot,
an entire room would be ideal.
However, convenient and at-
tractive sewing centers may be
located in other rooms such as
the family room, den, bedroom,
workroom or in a large kitchen.
Your needs and preferences
will determine the amount of
space needed for your sewing
equipment you have listed and
the location of your sewing
center. Lack of space in many
homes makes it necessary to
have compact sewing centers.
However, if you have a separate
sewing room, the sewing
machine can be left ciaen while
working on major projects and
the ironing board can be left up
at all times. This will save time
and energy in assembling and
putting away materials and
equipment.
Having enough storage for
sewing equipment is important.
A sewing cabinet, chest of
drawers, or a storage closet for




equipment located within easy
reach of the active sewing area
is conVenient. If carefully
planned, drawers, trays or
shelves should be located and
designed specifically for items
to be stored, such as partitioned
easy-to-reach drawer for
scissors, shears, thimbles, pins,
tracing paper, tracing wheel,
etc.; a drawer with adjustable
partitions for filing patterns;
another partitioned for thread,
and other drawers for such
items as fabrics, garments
under construction, garments to
be mended, machine at-
tachments, etc.
If you wish other suggestions
on sewing centers, call 753-1452
or visit our office at 209 Maple












Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.
Industrial Rd. 753-2924
Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Road
753-7111 Max Keel, Mgr.
illiNG°
Operated by:
Lynn Grove Egg Co.
Lynn Grove, Ky.
(502) 435-4197













9137 Monarch Milk Replacer 25's Each 6.27
3100 Calf Starter Pellets  9.00
3104 Calf Developer Pellets  7. 74
3162 Dairy 16  6.78
3252 Dry Molasses  8.50
CATTLE FEEDS
3610 Calf Creep Pellets 
3650 Cattle Backgrounder  
3670 32% Beef Supplement  
3740 Hi Energy Range Cubes
3730 Monarch Livestock Mineral Med. 14.04
3660 37% Protein Blocks  7.98








TERM: CASH LYNN GROVE
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
HOG FEEDS
3300 Super Pig Creep Crumbles
3310 Pig Starter Pellets-(SP)  
3918 Select A Pig Fritters (SP) 
3320 Pork Grower Pellets
3330 Hog Finisher Pellets
3340 Sow Ration Pellets  
3359 Sow Farrowing Ration 300(Med.)
3357 Sow Cubes 
3420 40% Hog Supplement Pellets 
3430 Swine Mix-All 
3440 Hog Wormer Pellets 
3460 Sow Base Pa 
MISCELLANEOUS FEEDS
3712 Sweet Pellets
3200 Gold Bits Horse P. !lets
3217 Idle Hour Horse Pellets
3210 Complete Horse Pellets
3220 Rabbit Pellets 
3230 Fish Pellets
3234 Floating Fish Food
3241 Dog Food 25's 
3242 Dog Food 50's
3004 Shelled Corn 






























7.32 * Use Our Convenient Drive-In *
8.78
:Window to Purchase Feed.
3.70
7.25


















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED
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ONLY THE NEWSPAPER brings
you the comics . on art
form native to newspapers
a part of the -package of
news features ond entertain





regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
2 LOTS Memorial Gardens
in Farden of Devotion, 75-
D, cheap. Call 753-3073
. after 5:30 p. m.
we are specialists -
Brake Service. See es 16-41
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Saturday night - 8 to
midnight; Tuesday and
Wednesday night 9 to
midnight
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all; 2 fireplaces (1 gas
log, 1 wood burning);
gas heat; corner lot ap-
proximately 80 x 100'.
This house is in ex-
cellent condition. It is 2
stories tall w/four
rooms up and 5 rooms
and bath down. Two
rooms upstairs are
finished and carpeted.
This property just has to
be seen to be ap-
preciated. For more in-
formation or ap-
pointment to see con-
tact:
- Erickson Realty Co.
Benton, Ky. 527-1441
or
Phil Jeffrey Auction Co.
Paducah, Ky. 442-3600
Terms are 20% down
day of sale. Balance due
and payable in 30 days
with deed.
HOUSEHOLD: Old
dining room set (buffet-
china cabinet-table & 6





(like new); odd tables;
bunk bed set; B*WTV
(good); breakfast set
(table &6 chairs, nice);






chest of drawers; older
matched bedroom suite
4 poster bed, nice); pic-
tures; lamps; dishes;
220 volt electric heater;
fireplace set (dog irons.
screen, poker stand
grouping); lawn
mower; gas log set;
plus much more.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Bybee are selling out
and moving into a
mobile home in Prin-
ceton, Ky. to be closer to
his work. Terms and
conditions announced at
sale time. Sale will be
alder tent if necessary
RAIN OR SHINE. So
plan now to be with us
for a good day of auc-






Zenith -Model 939P -Stereo - Was $429.00- Is $299.00
Zenith-Model 589W- Stereo - Was $53995. Is $399.00
Zenith - Model 915DE - Stereo - Was $429.00- Is $222.00
G. E. - Model MF19167 Pecan - Color TV -Was $729.95 -
Is $449.50
G. E. - Model TBF16 - Refrigerator - Was $399.00- Is
$275.00
G. E. - Model GSM370 - Dishwasher - Was $189.00 - Is
$139.00
G. E. - Model DD5200AV- Dryer - Was $219.00 - Is
$149.00
Westinghouse- Model LA500 - Washer - Was $369.00- Is
$239.00
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
South 12th 8.E Glendale 75341595
WE LOOK into your needs









buildings x 10, $368.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, 8576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's




Charles N. Ander-see, Freddie
W. McCoy, end Stephen I.
Ceres d-b-a Nee Mama Pur-
chase Broodcesting Company,
slandered an application Na' a
coartnitisin permit fer a new
steward breadcost steam for
Mangy, Kentucky, as Sep-
tember I, 1975. The facilities
remained ere 1130 5H Z, 250
worts daytime, class II. Elm
proposed transmitter sits is
2.05 inks north et West rwohor
Street off liertis 16th Street
Thil proposed tower heigit is
205 feat a.g.l. Else proposed
location is to he determined. A
copy of tho application is,. fie
et tin University Dey Cars Cu
tw, 1555 & ive Street,
Murray, Kentecky, sad is
mailile for pubic -immense
erring normal business hours.
Do You Believe
that life offers more than
you hove been oble to cc-
comp/ish? Do you believe
It's still not too late for
lifetim• career? One
which will meat' up to
$10,000 to S (5000 per
year? If so, send a brief
resume to
Mr. Dial Widmer Sr., $124
Ainsworth Drive, Knoxville,
Tem. 37919, An Equal Op-
pertmity Employer Mil
12. Insurance





3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE to
express our appreciation
for every. act of kindness
and love shown to us
following the death of our
mother and grandmother,
Mrs. Johnnie McCuiston.
We want to thank those
who sent food, flowers
and card i and toikh One
who called and those who
helped with the singing.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P.
McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Dowdy and
families.
5. Lost And Found
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.
LOST -Gray Poodle in the
vicinity of North 16th and
121 Bypass. Answers to
the wrie of Mickey. For




WANTED, LADIES to type
labels in their homes.
Write P. 0. Box 221,
Murray, Kentucky.
MANAGER FOR Kwik Pic
Market, Whitnell Ave.
Applications taken daily
from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.
EMMERT
CHIROPRACTIC




picked up at the center at
903 Sycamore. No phone
calls please.
HOSTESS FOR Watkins


















14 Want To Buy
VENEER LOGS wanteci,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky..
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
'GOOD USED 15" concrete










GOOD FUEL OIL STOVE
with a blower on it. Call
after 4 p. m. Friday, 753-
2203.
15. Articles For Sale
MATERNITY CLOTHES,
size 14-16, several brand




Cast iron tub, sink, and
medicine cabinet, $35.
Doors and door frames,
$4.00. Cali 753-0538.
BEIGE SOFA and chair, 2
vinyl swivel chairs, lamp
table and matching end
tables. Curtes Mathes TV,
radio and phonograph in




6 MAPLE dinette chairs.
Call 753-7981.
NON-TOXIC antifreeze,
$5.95 a gallon. Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80E.
Mayfield, Ky. Call 247-
8187.
16. Home Furnishings
MAPLE 11$ EM COUCH and
EXPERIENCED PAIN- chair, used 2 years. good
TER. Steady work. For condition, $85. Call 489-






BABY SITTER in my home
once or twice a,week. Call
753-9536.
NATURAL GAS cook
stove. Can be used for L.
P Gas $25.00. Call 492-
8346
ELECTROLUX 'SALES
and service. can Tony
Montgomery,' 753-6760.day or night.
1111 17. Vacuum Cleaners ii=11 
KIRBY VACUUM Sep-
tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
p(14chase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
19. Farm Equipment
HARVEST SPECIAL - 16
ft. 350. Bushel goose neck
grain trailer. Glotation
tires. 20 ton hoist. List,
$5,410. Now, $4,875. Agri-
Products. Call 753-2958.
430 CASE FARM TRAC-
TOR, bushhog and blade.
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807.
CATEPILLAR D-6
bulldozer, good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807.
ALLIS CHALMERS round
baler and side delivery












trailer, 14' aluminum boat
and trailer, call 753-2217
after 5.








dition. Call after 5 p. m.,
753-5106.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
CLUBS, one complete set
and beg. praphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
-grain bed forth trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733-
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power






for sale. Ben - Dyer 753-
8911.
START PLANNING for
next summer - we have
just listed 2 adjoining lots
in Keniana Shores. They
are almost 3, acre and
near the water. Don't
miss out on this! Contact
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th or call 753-8080.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




1971 1,2 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburator.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
26. TV Radio
i6' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1965 HOUSE TRAILER.
Good conditipn. Call after
5 - 474-2342.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All






















FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
house. One block from
MSU. Call 753-6776 after 5
p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. 2 block off
Square. Adults, no pets
753-1569.
1 BEDROOM FUR
NISHED duplex. 105 So.
10th St. $85.00 per month.
call 753-8021.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM house.
Call 753-7567.
HOUSE with 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home in
Panorama Shores. Has




with 3 deluxe offices, 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpeting, etc. Of-




etc. Fulton Young Realty,
Inc. Call 753-7333 or 753-
4946.
SEED OATS, Blont oat
seeds. Call 901-247-5487.
Rex Robinson.
WE 'BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
. Sales, Paducah. Call..._442-
1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 64, 1972,2 BEDROOM,
2 baths, central air, ex-
cellent condition. Call 489-
2440.
1974, 12 x 60 trailer never
been lived in. With ser-
vice pole. Call 753-2204.
OR RENT, 1972 12 x 65, 3
bedroom, central air, wall
to wall carpet. All elec-
tric. Call 753-7609 after 5.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






28. Heating & Cooling
PERFECTION OIL
HEATER. Big enough for
3 or 4 rooms. With outside
tank and tubing. $45.00.
Call 753-3054.
Tiny Tots






Do you want to sell a service that everyone needs and
everyone can Afford? Are you Self-Disciplined? Do you
want to be your own Boss and develop a business that
brings you renewal commissions year after year?
If so, the Full Service Motor Club Membership is the
service you need to sell! We'll train you 'and furnish all
sales aids.
Writ.: NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION, Me.
Attn: J. E. Carson
P.O. Box 29037, Atlanta, Ga. 30329
Or Call Collect: (404) 634-4217
29 Mobile Home Rentalc
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces








You can pick it up. Call
436-2255.
SLABS AND :,AWDUST for
sale. Call 436-2337 after 4
p. m.
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin
- enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.












. house in the country. Call
436-2510. Ask for Connie.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-






White Hall $105.00 per








FOR SALE - HOUSE di 20 acres with ponds and fenced
for cattle 8 miles from Murray on Old Faxon School
Road •
3-Bedrooms-Hardwood floors
Living room - carpeted







Drive a few miles...
save a few hundredSS$$
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
12. x 60 FRONTIER: 3 bedroom, lit baths, washer
and dryer. This house is completely carpeted and
furnished. Priced so low you'll want to come and
take a look!
These are just a few
,of the other good buys at Gateway
12 x 60 FLEETWOOD: with a 7 x 12 expand() in
room,This house has 3 bedrooms, baths,
built-in appliances, carpeted, double door
refrigerator, new furniture. Central air and electric
heat.
1973 12 x 70 MARQUEE: 2 bedrooms, completely
carpeted, bay window, 3 outside doors, new fur-
niture, raised living room. Let us show you how
much money you can save on this house.
FOR NEWLY WEDS: 12 x 60 Schult: Front dining
room, kitchen with built in appliances. All this with
Early American Decor. If you are looking for
quality at a low price be sure and see this home.
We have 12 x 60 wide total electrics starting at
$2995.00. Many more to choose from. Houses are
arriving daily.
Shop all the rest then buy where you get selection,
quality, and service at the best possible price.
Located 4 miles north of Ben-
ton at intersectionof Hwys. 68



















































































34 Houses For Rent
REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no.
to 15 no. Also cows, bred
and open heifers. Call 901-
247-5487. Rex Robinson
37 Livestock Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 5 year old
mare. New big horn
saddle. Call 753-6018.
WHEAT STRAW and Hay.




pies, will make excellent
pets or guard dogs. Call
753-6412 after 4 p. m.
COCKER SPANIEL pups.
$50.00. Pure bred blond.
1109 Olive. Call 753-3197.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,







Sheepdog, 10 mo. old. One
female German Shepherd
pup. Also, one Irish Setter
pup. All A.KC registered.
Call 7534488.
40 Produce
HILL ONIONS for sale.




within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We






Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Mime *weed red eperred ever 20 years. De net sign my centred
ma i.e is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914








FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located, in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
46. Homes For Sale
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM





stream and trees. For
appointment call 753-9513.
BY OWNER 5 acres of
choice property on high-
way 94 east. Old Murray
Sawmill property has 4"
plastic deep well, office





46 Homes For Sale
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for
sale by owner, $20,000,
with all furniture and
appliances, $22,000. Call
753-2380.
QUALIFIED REBATE - 3
bedroom, 2 baths, com-
plete kitchen, 1,584 square




Carter School on south
13th Street. Large family
room with fireplace,
dining room, living room,
ample closet space.
Newly decorated both
inside and out. Dish-
washer, disposal and
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced
home NOW! John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.




TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MON-
TH OF OCTOBER.
The sale is open to everyone, for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
I/ No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
1# No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
No days No days Total




NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent that apartment,
trailer or house, sell that home or car. Take advantage of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising durinwpct. Call now
and arrange for your ad fo start on Oct. '1st.
,HELP US TO HELP YOU
AT A SAVINGS TO YOURSELF
46 Homes For Safe
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom,
brick home, East Y








ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, fireplace, central
heat and air, formal
dining, a must to see at
$36,000.80. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 306 So. 12th,
753-3597 for appointment
47. Motorcycles
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
Call 436-5335 after 5 1)0 p
50. Campers
1974 COX CAMPER, like
new. Sleeps five with
stove and sink. Full L. P.
Tank. artains with misc.
extras included. Call 753-













TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
FOR ALL YOUR backhoe
needs anywhere South of
Murray. Call Ross after 4




efficient service. No job




No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
 _ conditioning and
11:7.5 HONDA IN Four. __ refrigeration,refrige
ration, 
plumbing
cunylderinderwarrsaparantyspart, Can 753.it n orandms.heamo
ting. Call 474-8141
8445.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
48 Automi- .e Service
FOUR MAG WHEELS for
G. M. cars. $5.r; See at
1109 Circararna
49. Used Cars& Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET Impala,
4 door, power and et.
New tires. One owner.
Call 554-2847, Paducah.
1969 FORD FAIRLANE,
two door hard top, 302
engine,;, gas saver. Can
seen at 311 N. 7th
Street after 4 p. in. af-
ternoons $350.00 will
drive it way.
1966 FORD ECONO VAN
with rear seat, windows
on all sizes. Phme 436-
2195.
1973 BUICK, 225 Electra
Custom, locally owned,
loaded with extras, new
radial tires. Call 753-5421
after 5 p. m.
1973 DODGE CLUB CAB,
automatic transmission,
power steering, power
brakes and air. $2495. Call
753-7414 or 436-5840.
NEW 13"CRAG ER, wheels
and tires, raised lettering.
Call 753-0802 after 5.
190 BUICK WILDCAT,
good condition. One
owner. Call Earl Lee's
Grocery at 753-6425.





1975 CHEVROLET VAN -
air, power, tilt,
automatic, high rise
buckets, tape, hitch, slide
door, 8 ply tires, curtains,
pop out windows. Easily
converts from 2, 5, 8 or 12
passenger with




it FT. FLI,LY SELF.
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, s mile east




'02 ton, on Pottortovrn
Road. $10,00, you pick up.
Call 753-9618, -
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p, m.
51 Services Offered
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.












Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
















Phone 753-4124 or 753-43790
nights.
NEED YOUR hay hauled?
















FREE TOYS AND GIFTS
to Playhouse hostesses. . .
for more details call 437-
4147.
FREE PUPPIES, part
Labrador. Six weeks old










The Calloway County Health
Department has not closed
Tom's Pizza in Murray.
Recent inspections reveal
this establishment to be
satisfactory and any




Calloway County Health Department




I This alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and save for hands reference) '
•.S 
L 0 IMF (
Fire
753-1441


























































-Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68
..
If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
Hinman's
Rentals
Ilete Tiers, hiliips alosers, car
pr. IL tie NNW WIN i• Dry roc.
ferakei & Nisbet, Sows,753-9437
Ask, Ils, sentall end remit
fweltere tiellet Iticks wee 8.
....,,..6,oc.
753-5703




















• DAILY SERVICES • C ARP ITS
• FLOORS • WALLS • FURNITURE
-• STATIC-PROOFING • SANITIZING
Cell Celled
(502) 335-3506
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 Deaths and Funerals
Guy McCain Rites
Held On Sunday
The funeral for Guy McCain
of Benton Route Three was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Aubrey Rose and Rev. Max
Anderson officiating.
Burial was in the Cole
Cemetery.
Mr. McCain, age 79, died
Friday at the Benton Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Trentie McCain; one daughter,
Mrs. Lugene Cope of Benton
Route Three; one brother,
Clyde McCain, Benton Route
Three; five grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
Ed Carter Dies At
Hospital Today
Edward R. (Ed) Carter of
Lynn Grove died this morning
at two o'clock at a hospital in
Ypsilanti, Mich. He was 96
years of age and was visiting his
son, Clyde, when he was
hospitalized.
The deceased was preceded in
death by his wife, 'Mrs. Idela
Carter, on April 21, 1974. He was
a member of the Salem Baptist
Church, and a retired farmer.
Born March 5, 1879, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Elige •
Mr. Carter is survived'
three sons, James Elmo Carter. •
Sedalia, Andy Duel Carter..
Farmington, Mich., and Clyclie-
Orr Carter, Belleville, Mich.;
two sisters, Mrs. Lottie Cooper
Rictiie, Coldwater, and Mrs.
Beulah Lamb, Mayfield; one
brother, Ivan Carter, Lynn
Grove; eight grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.
The body is being returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call
after one p. m. Tuesday.
Final Rites Held
For Charlie Haley
Final rites for Charlie Haley
of Almo Route One were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. John
Bradley and Rev. Eura Mathis
officiating.
Honorary pallbearers were
Stanford Schroeder, C. C. Coy,
Ed Thurmond, Cliff Blalock,
Carl Crisp, and Jim Burkeen.
Active pallbearers were Rob
Jones, Oren and Charles
Burkeen, J D Williams, Jerry
Lassiter. and Jimmy Haley.
Burial was in the McDaniel
Cemetery.
Mr. Haley, age 74, died




George Davidson of Murray
Route Six died Sunday at 5:45 p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 66
years of age.
Survivors are one son, George
Davidson, Jr., Evansville, Ind.,
one brother, John Davidson,
Hazelton, Ind., and one sister.
The Max Churchill Funeral




The Murray Church of the
Nazarene, located at Plainview
at Doran Road, Murray, will
hold revival services starting'
Tuesday, October 7, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, Oc-
tober 12.
Rev. Charles C. Haziewood
will be evangelist for the ser-
vices at 7:30 each evening.
Special singing has been
planned, according. to the
pastor, Rev. Joseph P. Mc-
Caffry, who invites the public to
attend.
11111 byfakrAs
In the Solomon Islands, women
make "coins" by breaking shells
into uniform sized pieces, rub-
bing them down, drilling Mks in
the center and threading them m 
tough strings.
Today, it's illegal for individuals to manufacture money but








Now you can have-the—
I advantages of expensive
plain paper copies for about
the same price as you're paying
for coated paper copies.
The Minolta Electrographic' is a revolution in copying
chines. The first cop;er to combine the advantages of expensive
plain paper copies and the economies of coated paper copie5....-
So now you con hove the best of both worlds.
• Save up to 64% over the cost of comparable plain
paper copies ... especially if you are a small to medium
volume copy user.
-• The Electrobond'" copies mode by the Electrogrophic
are dry . . non-glare free slipping . smudge-free
erasable and easy to write on.
• You can copy anything from 51/2)(81/2 to 11 x17 inches.
• High erdelity Electrobond copies capture the sharpness
and contrast of any original, no matter how detailed.
TWIN LAKES HAS MINOLTA FACTORY TRAINED
SERVICEMEN STATIONED RIGHT HERE IN MURRAY
TO KEEP YOUR MINOLTA COPIER SERVICED
gw in oCates
OFFICEPRODIJCTS, INC.
311 East Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-0123




Mrs, Zella Rogers of Route
Three, Paris, Tenn., died
Friday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenri.
She was 72 years of age.
The deceased was married
April 26, 1948, to Wade R.
Rogers and he preceded her in
death on April 4, 1968. She was a
member of the Church of Christ.
Born September 14, 1903, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Broughton and Susie Caldwell
Broughton.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Bertha Bourque, Las
Vegas, Nev., and Mrs. Eva
Jones, Flat Lick; seven sons,
William Doan, Chicago, III.,
Molene Rogers, Paris, Tenn.,
Delmer Rogers, Mariam, Ariz.,
Soney Rogers, Dearborn, Mich.,
Dalton and Starks Rogers,
Trenton, Mich., and Odell
Rogers, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
two brothers, Floyd Broughton,
Artemus, and Vernon
Broughton, Belleville, Mich.;
two sisters, Mrs. Geneva
Burgess, Farmington, Mich.(
and Mrs. Fay Christari,
Warren, Mich.; sixteen grand-
children; nineteen great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Bro. Jerald Sykes officiating.




Mrs. Julian Carroll will make
a campaign appearance in
Paducah on Wednesday at a
luncheon at the Paducah-
McCracken County Civic Center
at 12 o'clock.
Accompanying Mrs. Carroll
will be Mrs. Addle Stokely, state
campaign co-chairwoman;
Mrs. Alice McDonald, state
campaign co-diairwoman; and
Mrs. Mary Ray Oaken, First
District campaign co-
chairwoman.
The public is invited to attend
the luncheon. Tickets are $4.00




Revival services at the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church, located five miles from
Murray on Highway 121, New
Cohcord Road, will start
tonight, October 6, and continue
through Friday, October 10.
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor of the
Goshen and Lynn Grove United
Methodist Churches, will be the
guest evangelist for the services
to be held at 7:30 each evening.
The pastor, Rev. Charles




The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
Tuesday, October 7, at seven p.
m. at the high school.
Art Jewel, president, urges
all interested persons to attend.
NEWS FLASHES
WASHINGTON (A?) — CIA
attempts to kill Cuba's Fidel
Castro occurred under three
presidents but there is no hard
evidence that any president au-
thorized such schemes, accord-
ing to the chairman of the Sen-
ate intelligence committee. Sen.
Frank Church, D-Idaho, said
Sunday on ABC's "Issues and
Answers" that "plans and at-
tempts" against Castro's life
"span the years from the Eis-
enhower administration through
the Kennedy administration,
and into the Johnson adminis-
tration."
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) — A
communique signed "Sym-
bionese Liberation Army" and
proclaiming that the "SLA lives
on" urges terrorists to go on a
kidnaping spree among the rich
to raise bail money for their
imprisoned comrades. The FBI
said there is no way to imme-
diately determine the authentic-
ity of the communique, similar
in format to past messages
from the SLA and delivered to
media in three California cities
during the weekend.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
neighborhood feud prompted
the firebombing of a rowhouse
in which five persons died, in-
cluding a woman and four chil-
dren, police said. Killed were
Ramona Santiago, 37, her 6-
year-old and 14-year-old daugh-
ters, a 13-year-old son and a 14-
year-old family friend. A fourth
Santiago child was in critical
condition at a hospital with ex-
tensive burns. Radames San-
tiago, 36, and another friend es-
caped serious injury. Neighbors
said trouble began several
months ago in the neighborhood
with disputes about the San-
tiago children playing in the
streets.
CHICAGO (AP) — The re-
tarded sister of Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy disappeared after
attending a church service with
her sister, Eunice Shriver, but
was found later calmly wander-
ing and "looking in the win-
dows" along a busy downtown
avenue. Mrs. Shriver called po-
lice to report Rosemary Kenne-
dy missing after the service.
Miss Kennedy has been in-
stitutionalized since 1941 ere
currently lives at the St. Cc-




Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger d, Times by


























K. C. Officials Believe Striking'
Firemen Responsible For Blazes
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
City officials say they believe
striking firefighters are respon-
sible for some of the 217 blazes'
which have erupted since fire-
fighters walked off their jobs
Friday in a pay dispute.
Fire Director Frank Spink
said there are "strong in-
dications that arson was in-
volved in six fires" over the
weekend, and police reported
one firebombing Sunday night.
Congress. . .
(Continded from Page 1)
they be withdrawn immediately
in the event of any new Israeli-
Egyptian war. It specifies fur-
ther that approval of the tech-
nicians "does not signify ap-
proval of the Congress of any
other agreement."
The Senate continues debate
today on legislation involving a
battle over federal controls on
the price of natural gas at the
well.
Democrats are warning that
Republican efforts, supported
by the Ford administration, to
end gas-price controls could
jeopardize passage of an emer-
gency bill aimed at averting a
serious natural gas shortage in
14 states this winter.
If not completed, the gas bill
is to be set aside to give prior-
ity to the Sinai resolution late
in the week. The Senate also is
scheduled for a 10-day Colum-
bus Day recess at the close of
business Friday.
A vote to override President
Ford's Friday veto of the
school lunch bill is scheduled
for Tuesday in the House where
it is uncertain whether a two-
thirds majority can be mus-
tered.
Spink said the city had asked
surrounding communities which
have mutual aid agreements
with Kansas City for fire-
fighting assistance, but "got
no's, no's, no's. There we were
burning, and nobody would do
anything."
He said union agreements in
the other cities take precedent
over the mutual aid pact.
Police Chief Joseph
McNamara said many fires
were deliberately set, "not ran-
dom acts, but well-planned ar-
sons, committed by people
knowledgeable about fires."
Charles Shafer, an attorney
for the Kansas City firefighters'
Court • a
Continued from Page 1)
congressional candidates, on
political contributions and on
expenditures by individual
groups on behalf of candidates.
The act also provides for partial
public financing of presidential
campaigns.
Appealing the circuit court
decision are Buckley, R-Con.-
N.Y. ; McCarthy, a former
Democratic senator from Min-
nesota; philanthropist Stewart
R. Mott; the Mississippi Re-
publican Party, and the New
York Civil Liberties Union,
among others.
They say the act stifles politi-
cal expession and discriminates
against minor party and inde-
pendent candidates.
The circidt court, rejecting
these arguments, said that the
"Utast efforts on the part of
ow government to cleanse its
democratic processes should at
least be given a chance to
prove themselves."
•
union, denied that any union
members were involved in
starting fires. And Joe
McMahon, an international un-
ion vice president, said Mayor
Charles B. Wheeler Jr. had
"made a clown out of himself
... by accusing the firefighters
of arson and sabotage. This is a
cheap shot being aimed at the
firefighters."
Nearly 800 National Guards-
men assisted hundreds of police
officers, public works employes
and volunteers in battling some
50 fires Sunday — more than 10




... Month Program. Enroll Now.
$30.00
Learn How To Defend Yourself or Your Family in a Crisis.
Ages 15 to50 yrs.
NGTRUCTOR: Sensei Vic Milner, 3rd. Degree Black
But, Cheif Instructor, JIKC of W. Ky. Nine years
karate experience, 3 styles.
PLACE: Japan In 'I Karate Center. 16th 1. Main.
PHONE: 7534525 after 5 p. in. or 753-7572. Call now
and reserve your membership in this program. Satur-
days 1:00-3:00 p. in. and 3:00-5:00 p. m.
Special Certificate will be awarded. Professional
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West. Union  . 12k. unc EXAMS
Zenith 2:34 TODAY
Prices of Weds local interest at noon.
EDT, today, Swilebed to the Ledger &
Times by TM* of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, areaslonows.
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1 HO tightly 4 Vapid
Float in air 5 lubricate
13 Egyptian sing- 6 Partner
ing girl 7 Units of Poe.
12 Man s name tugyeti• cur.
13 Baked clay rency
4 Sn4keSPear• 13 Warning
ion king device
15 Evergreen tree 9 peuiyHt..
16 Kind of croco- 10 Chinese
one leader
18 Deadly 11 Bo mistaker
20 Pins,' in 17 Wheel tooth
Belgium 19 Performs
21 Frost. 22 Barracuda
23 Entertain .24.-Engage in
27 Diplomacy 25 Soft dm*
29 Young 26 Formerly
salmon 27 Gull-iilustiird
32 Cortionction 26 Toward
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30 Beverage 45 Walk un-
31 Unusual steadily
35 Unlock 47 Pitcher
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40 Labatt 49 Decay
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44 SlC1lian 51 Sink in middle
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